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Abstract
Traffic accidents constitute one of the leading global causes of death. Deadly traffic ac-
cidents occur, even in countries that have implemented far-reaching countermeasures, at
a rate that cannot be tolerated. Improved safety of heavy trucks is an important remedy,
as these vehicles are involved in a large part of all fatal accidents. Human error forms
the leading cause of these accidents. Yet, the human ability to handle unstructured ele-
ments is unparalleled. The focus of this thesis is to develop a method for controlling the
longitudinal and directional motion of the truck combination. The method combines the
strength in human flexibility and a computer’s ability to act fast in structured situations.
Furthermore, the method is derived from observations of how drivers behave in normal
and critical situations. This approach is defined as driver-centred motion control.
The underlying theory of how drivers behave is based on prior art and two additional
studies. In a first study the role of the dimensions of the vehicle is analysed. Furthermore,
theories about how steering wheel torque should scale as vehicle properties change are
established in more detail. The role of steering wheel size is one such aspect. In a second
study the behaviour of the driver is analysed when the vehicle is decelerating and at the
same time is exposed to a yaw disturbance. This naturally occurs when braking on split
friction, after a front tyre blow out, or when differential braking is applied. The most im-
portant common conclusions drawn from these studies are the following. Steering wheel
torque can be used as a means of changing driver behaviour. Yet, this requires that the
action of the torque coincides with the cognitive objectives of the driver. A consequence
of this is that the applied torque must change slowly in order to have a potential effect
on the motion. Differential braking proves to be a much more effective approach when
fast directional changes are required. This calls for a combination of differential braking
and slowly varying steering wheel torque guidance, which is how the developed method
operates.
The control method has been implemented and evaluated in three studies. The first
study was carried out in a moving base driving simulator, involving 39 professional truck
drivers, where an oncoming collision between a car and a truck combination was staged.
Half of the subjects driving the truck were not given any support. This resulted in a
100% crash rate. The other half were supported by the developed controller in order
to initiate a steering avoidance manoeuvre. This reduced the crash rate by 78%. In a
second study directional stability control was tested on a frozen lake where the developed
controller was compared to a standard stability control system. Several manoeuvres were
completed. The deviation from the intended course was reduced in all cases. A more
balanced combination of braking and steering forces has been identified as one of the
underlying factors. In a third study, the ability of the method to handle varying levels of
driver attention during split friction braking was demonstrated in a series of simulations.
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This chapter presents the background, motivation and objectives of the thesis. It also gives
the limitations of scope and outline.
1.1 Background
The world tends to become smaller and smaller when considering how we perceive dis-
tance. We can get in contact with more or less anyone on our planet within seconds, we
can meet physically within hours, and we can share products all over the world within
days. The exploding development of information technology has of course been one big
reason for how this has been made possible. A clear example of this can be taken from
China, where the proportion of adults who own a smartphone has increased between 2013
and 2015 from 37% to an astounding 58% [6]. Moreover, the trend is similar in most de-
veloping countries. Even people in remote parts of the world have access to social media,
they can book trips, and they can do business. Another, often forgotten factor behind why
the world tends to become smaller and smaller is a constant development of our trans-
portation system. The transportation system includes air, waterway, rail and road vehicles.
In recent years our global transportation system has moved more people and more goods
than ever before [7]. Transportation is an absolute necessity in the modern society that
we have created. It is tightly connected to economic growth and creates opportunities for
global trade and poverty eradication, as well as creating a stronger link between cities and
urban areas [8].
Over long distances road vehicles, meaning motorcycles, passenger cars, buses and
trucks, might not be the most efficient category of vehicles, but can be considered to be
the most flexible category for moving people and goods over short and medium distances,
meaning distances that are .500 km [9]1. Trucks can transport goods to any destination
1Duration and pricing is often the main reason not to use road vehicles for long distance transportation
of people. Here air and railway alternatives are often superior. For transportation of goods the following
example in pricing reveals the shortcomings of road vehicles (rates provided by [9]). For about $800 a
20 foot container could be moved from New York to Shanghai by boat (air distance 11 871 km). If the same
container was put on a domestic train a trip from New York to Kansas City would yield the same cost (air
distance 1761 km). By truck the container would only get from New York to Richmond, VA (air distance
461 km).
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right at the point where and when this is needed. People can travel individually or in
groups, according to their needs, using cars and buses. Different types of road vehicles
can share a common road. Furthermore, if one vehicle breaks down it will most often not
affect other vehicles to any major extent. These and other attributes make road vehicles
particularly suitable for usage in and around populated regions, as people create a ba-
sis for versatile needs. In high income countries this is also the present situation, where
road vehicles have become an integral part of people’s lives. Vehicles have furthermore
become the most prominent example in history where humans interact with mobile ma-
chines. Low and middle-income countries will most certainly follow and show a similar
example as the number of road vehicles is already growing steadily in these areas [10].
The domestication of the horse played a crucial role when forming early human societies.
Now road vehicles play the same role when forming modern societies.
Road vehicles clearly fill needs in many ways, but with them come two major con-
cerns. The first matter is the impact that they have on our environment. The transport
sector accounted for 14% (10% when counting only road vehicles) of man-made green-
house gas emissions in 2010 [11]. The urgency in this becomes clearer when considering
that these emissions are created by a minority of people and that the remaining majority
is expected to develop similar habits over the coming decades [12]. The second matter
where road vehicles are associated with a major concern is road safety. In 2012 road
traffic accidents represented the leading cause of death among people aged 15-29 years,
according to the World Health Organization [10]. Most fatal accidents occur in low and
middle-income countries. Moreover, most fatal accidents today are already preventable
using existing intervention strategies, such as legislation, vehicle adaptation and road de-
sign [10]. However, even in countries where most criteria representing best practice for
road safety are met, as defined by the World Health Organization, the number of fatal
accidents is still too high. This can be realised by comparing road accident fatality rates
with that of homicide. Countries like Australia, New Zeeland, and parts of Europe meet
most best practise road safety criteria, yet the likelihood of dying in a road accident is
around 3-6 times that of being murdered [10, 13]. Homicide is not tolerated by society
and ditto must apply for road accidents, or as expressed by Tingvall and Haworth [14]
’safety cannot be traded for mobility’.
This thesis will focus on improving the road safety of heavy trucks. These vehicles
account for about 5% (4% EU27) of all registered motor vehicles globally and about 25%
(13% EU27) of the total travelled distance on roads globally2 [10, 15]. In the following,
best practice for road safety as set up by the World Health Organization will be assumed
to be in place. Therefore only countries already fulfilling most criteria will be considered
when analysing the present situation; these include Australia, New Zeeland and EU27.
As an example, the US is excluded due to insufficient laws for drink-driving, speed limits,
helmet wear, seat-belt usage, and the usage of child safety seats [10].
1.1.1 Heavy Truck Accidents
Heavy trucks are involved in accidents giving rise to about one out of six road fatali-
ties in the studied region (Australia, 16%, 2015, >4.5 tonnes [16]; New Zeeland, 18%,
2Statistics of travelled distance of trucks is lumped with that of vans in [15]. Nevertheless, it is here
assumed that the distance travelled by vans is negligible compared to that of trucks.
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2015, >4.5 tonnes [17]; EU27, 17%, 2009, >3.5 tonnes [18]). Moreover, heavy trucks
are involved in accidents giving rise to about one out of fourteen road casualties (Aus-
tralia, 4%, 2014, >4.5 tonnes [19]; New Zeeland, 7%, 2015, >4.5 tonnes [17]; EU27, 7%,
2009, >3.5 tonnes [18]). When comparing the relative degree of fatalities against casu-
alties it becomes clear that accidents involving heavy trucks more often lead to a deadly
outcome than others. The most detailed and extensive analysis that is available in the
studied region on accidents involving heavy trucks is presented by Volvo Trucks Acci-
dent Research Team [18]. This includes accident classification and root cause analysis on
data from EU27. Identified common accident classes involving heavy vehicles that cause
fatalities or severely injured victims are:
C1: Oncoming collisions with a car or another heavy truck (∼32% of victims)
C2: Various collisions between heavy trucks and unprotected road users, i.e. pedestrian,
cyclist or motorcyclist (∼20% of victims)
C3: Collisions in intersections with a car or another heavy truck (∼15% of victims)
C4: Rear-end collisions with a car or another heavy truck (∼10% of victims )
C5: Single heavy truck driving off road (∼6% of victims)
About the root cause of road accidents in general the following statement is given ’Hu-
man error is involved in as many as 90% of all accidents’ [18]. When considering only
the analysed heavy truck accidents it is further stated that ’The two most common human
factor related factors that contribute to heavy truck accidents are failure to look properly
and failure to judge another person’s path or speed. When the vehicle contributes to the
accident, the most common cause is limited visibility due to blind spots.’ Based on the
details of the findings on accident cause and technology in reach Volvo Trucks Accident
Research Team suggests prioritised areas for heavy trucks, amongst active safety sys-
tems, such as: headway support, lane keeping support, driver awareness support, vehicle
stability, vehicle communication, and visibility support [18]. In common for the first four
suggestions is that all address computer-controlled systems intended to alter the motion
of the truck.
1.1.2 Available Active Safety Systems and Their Potential
Computers are in general very fast and exact in doing well defined tasks. Even small and
cheap devices can, under certain conditions, outperform humans. For example in 2009
a smart phone won a chess tournament against several elite players [20]. Yet in more
complex tasks that are not as clearly structured, humans are still superior because of our
flexibility. Some examples are writing a newspaper, reading someone’s mood, and cutting
the nails of a one year old.
The task of driving is in many ways well structured. Lane markings show drivable area,
traffic rules define how to relate to other vehicles, a wide range of sensors can be used to
observe the surroundings, and a limited set of actuators can be used to alter the motion of
the vehicle. For a human driver it can even become so structured that it leads to boredom
and distraction. This is obviously not an issue for a computer. However, unstructured
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elements also appear when driving. Fig. 1.1 provides an example of this. Lane markings
vanish, lane edges are blurred, and road properties are highly uncertain. As unstructured
elements often appear unexpectedly it is hard for a computer to outperform a human
driver in terms of robustness against uncertainties. Yet the fact remains that human errors
constitute the leading cause of all traffic accidents. Many of these errors seem easy for a
computer, for example failure to judge another person’s path or speed or covering blind
spots. Ultimately the driving task should thus be possible to share between the driver and
a supporting safety system; this can be called shared control.
Figure 1.1: The task of driving is not always well structured. In this scene road edges are vague
and an empty plastic bag creates a harmless threat.
There are already today many examples of effective safety systems operating under the
principle of shared control in road vehicles. One example is electronic stability control
(ESC) systems, which are supporting the driver in situations where the vehicle strongly
deviates from its nominal steering response or risks rolling over. Based on data from the
US, directional instability occurred in 9% of all accidents caused by a heavy vehicle from
2001 to 2003 [21]. This high rate of directional instability as a cause for accidents and
a high rate of accidents caused by rollover together led to the introduction of, and later
legislation requiring, ESC in heavy trucks both in the EU (2011) and in the US (2017)
[22, 23, 24]. ESC systems have been shown to reduce the risk of crash involving loss of
control for cars by about 40% [25]. Similar studies have not yet been performed for heavy
trucks [26]. However Markkula et al. [27] showed in a simulator study, running a standard
truck ESC system, that there are potential points of improvement; mainly regarding the
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interaction between the driver and the ESC system. ESC uses individual wheel brake
action to make the vehicle respond to driver steering commands more like during normal
driving. The control is shared as the driver is using the steering wheel to follow the road
and the ESC system is performing coordination of several brake actuators and is thus
altering the motion of the vehicle.
Advanced emergency braking system (AEBS) is another example where control of
vehicle motion is shared. AEBS developed for rear-end collision mitigation is already a
legal requirement for heavy trucks in many countries, see e.g. [28], and under contem-
plation in others, see e.g. [29]. AEBS can prevent an imminent collision by automatically
applying heavy brake action on the vehicle when the driver fails to respond. No statistical
crash analysis has been performed for trucks. For cars fitted with available AEBS systems
intended for low speed conditions Fildes et al. [30] conclude a 38% overall rear-end crash
rate reduction. Cicchino [31] extends these findings by showing an even higher crash rate
reduction, 50% (56% when only counting accidents with injuries), when the system is de-
signed to operate also at higher speeds. For cars AEBS systems have also been developed
to mitigate collisions with pedestrians [32]. Furthermore, AEBS has been mentioned in
the media for its possible ability to prevent attacks where trucks are being used as terror-
ist tools [33]. New regulations in this direction would not come as a surprise when con-
sidering the recent horrible attacks committed in Nice, Berlin and Stockholm. Especially
when considering the difficulties that arise when infrastructure instead is to be redesigned
to ensure this type of safety [34]. This application, meaning AEBS designed to prevent
terrorist attacks, shows that the need of AEBS to activate in additional unforeseeable use
cases will grow even more as the future evolves.
One further example of an active safety system where the control of the vehicle is
shared is lane keeping aid (LKA) which typically applies an assisting steering wheel
torque to make it easier for the driver to maintain the intended lane. In this arrangement
the system will not have direct access to the motion of the vehicle, as the driver must
comply before the system can affect the motion of the vehicle. Yet, this is also sometimes
referred to as shared control [35]. The effectiveness of LKA alone has not been estimated
from real-world crashes so far as the installation rate is low [36]. One potential limitation
that however can be foreseen with LKA is that presented by Cicchino and Zuby [37].
They found that 42% of all drivers causing a serious or fatal injury accident when drifting
out of their lane were incapacitated, e.g. sleeping, and furthermore that only preventing
their initial drift would not be enough, as they are unlikely to regain control fast enough.
Apart from safety systems that directly intend to change the motion of the vehicle
there are also pure warning systems. These are developed with the intention to alter the
behaviour of the driver and thereby avoid or reduce the impact of a collision. Examples
of such systems are: lane departure warning system (LDW), forward collision warning
system (FCW), and blind spot detection system. The effectiveness on safety of such sys-
tems is however not always evident. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety [38]
reports that FCW alone shows a reduction of 20% in rear-end crash rate of cars, clearly
less than that of AEBS. LDW is mandatory in the EU on heavy trucks [39]. According
to Reagan and McCartt [40] many car drivers turn off the LDW system. It is believed
that people consider a lot of warnings as false. This can be further confirmed by the fact
that the same drivers had their FCW systems turned on; a system known for less frequent
warnings. The fact that people turn off LDW is believed to be a major limitation in the
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crash reduction potential. In a study performed by Sternlund et al. [36] it was however
shown that LDW systems mounted into Volvo cars reduced the risk of head-on and single
vehicle injury crashes on Swedish roads by 30% (±24% at 95% CI). They further point
out that the inability of these systems to operate under icy/snowy conditions lowered the
potential reduction.
1.1.3 Predicting the Impact of Active Safety Systems on Accident
Categories
Clearly there are a number of active safety systems available on the market, whereof
some show promising potential in certain situations. By projecting the observed safety
potential of the mentioned active safety systems onto the listed categories of accidents
in section 1.1.1 it is possible to determine the remaining gaps. However, first two things
need to be clarified. To start with, the classification of accident types that was presented
in section 1.1.1 was based on accident statistics dated earlier than the introduction of le-
gal requirements for ESC, AEBS, and LDW in the EU [18, 23, 28, 39]. The take rates of
such systems were low prior to the time that the regulations entered into force on heavy
trucks. The systems are therefore believed to only have a minor effect on the classification
as presented. Second, road traffic safety relies on good practise in road design, as well
as vehicle design. It is here believed that since no solution to a road safety problem is
100% effective, and at the same time practically feasible to implement, the only option
is to develop both safe roads and safe vehicles. As an example, median barriers would
be very effective at preventing oncoming accidents, but due to their high cost they can-
not be installed on all roads [41]. Hence, vehicles must also be designed to reduce the
likelihood and consequence of an oncoming accident. Furthermore, it is not only the ve-
hicle that is directly causing an accident that should be designed to prevent or reduce the
same. Sometimes a higher safety improvement can be reached by also redesigning other
vehicles. An example of this is the rear under-run protection device for heavy trucks that
has been legally required in Europe for many years [42]. With this background, the focus
here is safe heavy trucks and truck combinations; the accident classes will therefore be
analysed on the basis of these vehicles.
Category C1, oncoming collisions, owing to the highest number of victims, is char-
acterised by a high relative velocity and consequently a very short period wherein the
accident can be prevented [43]. The most common case is a car drifting outside its in-
tended lane. For this case there is currently a complete lack of mature and effective coun-
termeasures on the market developed for heavy trucks. The most obvious solution would
be to extend existing AEBS to trigger also for oncoming targets. An alternative to AEBS
would be to support the driver of the truck to initiate a steer manoeuvre in order to avoid a
collision. For cars, steering has been found more effective than pure braking, when speed
is high and when the required lateral displacement is low [44]. Moreover, in the case
where the truck is drifting out of its lane and is causing an oncoming accident, LDW and
LKA installed in the truck might potentially be effective. Yet, as has already been pointed
out, the systems must be designed so that drivers prefer having them on. Furthermore,
as discovered by Cicchino and Zuby [37] a large group of drivers, more precisely 42%,
who unintentionally had drifted out of their lanes had been incapacitated. In these cases
it would not be enough to only prevent the initial drift. Instead a more effective method
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would be to take the vehicle to a safe stop, including also lateral control. Summing up,
currently available active safety systems developed for heavy trucks will not likely create
a major reduction of category C1 type accidents. More efforts are required in the devel-
opment of AEBS systems and lateral avoidance support to meet the envisioned goal of
reducing fatalities associated with truck accidents..
Next, category C2, involving unprotected road users, is characterised by a low or
medium truck speed [18]. Here the most prevailing solution would be to extend AEBS
systems with sensors capable of detecting unprotected road users. This has also been pro-
posed by Jia and Cebon [45]. Over a short time period no reduction can be anticipated, as
no support is yet on the market, but after having introduced the mentioned techniques it
would be possible to hinder a great proportion of C2 type accidents. The most important
direction here would be sensor development, for pedestrian and cyclist detection.
Category C3, collisions in intersections, is characterised by low speed and poor visi-
bility. No safety system is yet available on the market for this purpose. Better sensors and
future vehicle to vehicle communication systems could be incorporated as a trigger for
AEBS also in this case.
For category C4, rear-end collisions, it is most likely that the introduced legal mandates
for AEBS will reveal a reduction in due time. The pace will correspond to the pace at
which new trucks are replaced by old ones.
The last category C5, run off road, will likely reduce as LDW has become mandatory
considering the effects that it has had on cars equipped with LDW [36]. Yet it seems like
the limiting factor is system acceptance, which clearly is hard to conquer with a pure
warning system [40]. Thus also lateral assistance systems would be required. LKA is one
example. However, if only a guiding steering wheel torque is provided the effectiveness
is not obvious when the driver is incapacitated [37]. There is thus a need to develop a
lateral support system that can also handle these situations, where a driver drifts out of
the intended lane. One way would be to override the driver by applying overlaid steer
action, e.g. steering by braking, and taking the vehicle to a safe stop. Run off road does
not only occur due to slow unintended drifting. There are also situations where instability
causes the vehicle to leave the road. Here ESC will most certainly reduce the number
of accidents. Yet, as has been pointed out earlier, the interaction between the driver and
the system can be improved. Also existing ESC systems do not incorporate surrounding
sensors. This means that the support that is provided does not necessarily correspond to
the geometry of the road.
All in all it is clear that further development of available safety systems is needed
in order to reduce road fatalities where trucks are involved. Development of sensor sys-
tems and decision making algorithms can heavily expand the utility of AEBS. This would
however increase the overall activation rate of AEBS, i.e. the exposure, and consequently
place higher requirements on the robustness of it. One very important aspect to consider
here is the effect that AEBS can have on the lateral dynamics of the vehicle. Split friction
roads provide an example where heavy braking can cause lateral deviation. Lateral devi-
ation as a result of AEBS activation could potentially cause an even more severe accident
than the one initially targeted by the system. This is not currently addressed in existing
legislation [28]. Moreover, there is also a need for a more effective lateral motion support
strategy, other than only pure steering wheel torque guidance. It has also been observed
that existing ESC systems can be improved and become more effective by changing how
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they interpret the driver. As an example the steering wheel angle signal, which is ex-
clusively used in ESC today to compute driver intentions, does not always correlate with
desired road curvature as the vehicle exhibits over- and understeer. In total this means that
there is a need for a more effective overall longitudinal and directional control strategy
for truck combinations than already exists. It should furthermore be capable of combining
the strength in human flexibility and a computer’s ability to handle structured problems.
This will be denoted here as driver-centred motion control.
1.1.4 Vehicle Motion Control
The lateral stability of an articulated truck combination during heavy braking was exten-
sively analysed in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s [46]. The main instability modes consid-
ered were snaking, jack-knifing and trailer swing-out. The work led to the introduction of
automatic load dependent brakes and anti-lock braking system (ABS) and eventually to
legal requirements for such systems [47]. Today, many heavy trucks have electronically
controlled braking systems. This makes it possible to achieve exact brake distribution,
and thereby good directional stability in general. This has also served as an enabler for
ESC, which requires individually controlled wheel or axle brake action.
The drivetrain has historically not been considered as an effective motion actuator for
active safety systems due to its slow dynamics and fix coupling to multiple wheels. In-
stead the brake system has formed the only system, possible to control via software, used
for motion actuation in heavy trucks active safety systems up until today3. However, in re-
cent years electronically controlled power steering has also been introduced on the heavy
truck market [49, 50]. Electronic power steering (EPS) has been available for all cate-
gories of cars since some years back [51]. EPS makes it possible to involve also steering
when controlling the motion of the vehicle with software. Yet, as EPS is acting on the
steering system, which is linked to the steering wheel, it is not possible to control the
motion of the vehicle directly, as the driver first must comply. A combination of braking
and steering yields the most powerful way of controlling the directional motion of a ve-
hicle. Therefore it is still of utmost interest to combine the two and, in the prolongation,
potentially save lives. To achieve this in an effective way two major fundamentals remain:
i) the behavioural response of a driver must be studied and ii) driver-centred motion con-
trol, for combined braking and steering, should be developed on the basis of said driver
behaviour.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to develop a conceptual design for performing driver-centred
motion control for heavy trucks and heavy truck combinations. As this will be a recurrent
expression throughout the thesis it is therefore here formally defined:
3Trailer steering systems and truck rear axle steering systems have also been proposed for usage in active
safety systems [4, 1, 48]. However, the associated added cost has so far strongly limited the corresponding
market share. Another type of actuator that should be mentioned is the electric drivetrain. This is a strong
candidate for future involvement in motion control as it is known to have very fast dynamics. The current
market share is however very low, which is why it is excluded here.
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Definition: Driver-centred motion control is a combined longitudinal and directional
control strategy for truck combinations that should be capable of combining the strength
in human flexibility and a computer’s ability to handle structured problems (see section
1.1.2). It should furthermore be derived from observations of how human drivers behave.
For practical reasons the shorter term ’motion control’ will occasionally also be used in
this thesis. Moreover, the ambition is to develop the overall structure of this concept,
rather than the complete solution with validated software that would be required of a
system ready for usage on the market. The ambition is further to consider braking and
directional control in this context and to leave propelling features for future work, as ac-
cident reduction and safety are the focus. The starting point when developing the method
will be the driver, whom is considered to act and share the control along with a vehi-
cle motion control system. Also, the aim is to strive for a balance between braking and
steering forces, as this in many ways is more optimal than when the two are controlled
separately.
One clarification that should be made is on what horizon and on what functional level
the intended vehicle motion controller should operate. As presented by Albus et al. [52]
a control system for a vehicle can be developed in a layered format. The architectural
reference model, known as the 4D/RCS reference model architecture, presented by Albus
et al. is one example of how this can be achieved. The 4D/RCS reference model architec-
ture can furthermore be used to define the intended scope of the method here targeted. As
illustrated in Fig. 1.2 all layers are working towards a common mission in the 4D/RCS
reference model architecture. Yet, each layer is specifically developed to manage diffi-
culties that are of highest importance under a certain time horizon. The highest layer is
denoted ’battalion’ and operates with a typical horizon of 24 h. In the context of civil
truck operation this could instead be denoted fleet management. Here the obvious mis-
sion is to optimize utilisation of fleet resources. The lowest layer is denoted ’servo’ layer.
This layer operates on a typical horizon of 0.05 s. A typical example would be ABS con-
trol of brakes, or other local control systems, coupled to a certain motion actuator. Above
the ’servo’ layer comes the ’primitive’ layer, working on a typical horizon of 0.5 s. This
layer is responsible for coordination of motion actuators in order to follow speed profiles
and to follow paths set by the higher layers. This level corresponds to where the intended
vehicle motion controller is supposed to operate; in other words coordination of motion
actuators for decelerating and directional management.
As the driver will be a strong part of the controlled loop, where the motion controller
acts, it is important to analyse how a driver responds to certain basic stimuli. With re-
spect to the mission of the motion controller the most important aspects are how a driver
responds to steering wheel torque and how a driver responds to a combination of de-
celeration and yaw disturbance. The motion controller should thereafter be developed in
compliance with these observations in order to achieve a more effective overall longitu-
dinal and directional control strategy for truck combinations than existing systems.
One further objective relates to the fact that trucks and truck combinations come in
many variants, considering e.g. number of units, length, number of axles, coupling posi-
tions, and coupling types. It is therefore important that the basic principles being devel-
oped are generic in the sense that they can be adapted easily to any unique truck combi-
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3.0 40/RCS REFERENCE MODEL ARCHITECTURE 
A reference model architecture is the core of 4D/RCS. The 4D/RCS reference model 
architecture is characterized by a generic control node that is applied to all the hierarchical 
control levels. The node features specific functions, interfaces, information structures, and 
processing paradigms that enable intelligent behavior. The 4D/RCS hierarchical levels are 
scalable to facilitate systems of any degree of complexity. 
3.1 The 4D/RCS Hierarchy 
Figure 1 shows a high level block diagram of a 4D/RCS reference model architecture for 
a notional Future Combat System (PCS) battalion. 4D/RCS prescribes a hierarchical control 
principle that decomposed high level commands into actions that employ physical actuators and 
sensors. Characteristics such as timing and node functionality may differ in various 
implementations. 
Battalion 24 hr plans 
replan every 2 hr 
Company 5 hr plans 
replan every 25 min 
Platoon 1 hr plans 
replan eve1y 5 min 
Section 10 min plans 
replan eve1y 1 min 
Vehicle 1 min plans 
replan every 5 s 
Subsystem 5 s plans 
replan every 500 ms 
Primitive 500 ms plans replan eve1y 
50ms 
Servo 50 ms plans 
output every 
5ms 
Figure 1: A high level block diagram of a typical 4D/RCS reference model architecture. Commands 
flow down the hierarchy, and status feedback and sensory information flows up. Large amounts of 
communication may occur between nodes at the same level, particularly within the same subtree of the 
command tree. UA V =Unmanned Air Vehicle, UARV = Unmanned Armed Reconnissance Vehicle, UGS 
=Unattended Ground Sensors 
19 
Figure 1.2: A high level abstract representation of the 4D/RCS reference model architecture. Pic-
ture taken from [52]. Reprinted courtesy of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, U.S. Department of Co m rce. Not copyrightable in the United States.
nation. The motion control method is further intended to be generic in the sense that it
should handle any scenario and enable effective lateral motion control at its limits. It will
also be evaluated in a number of scenarios selected on the basis of the above outlined gaps
for active safety systems, see section 1.1.3. The selected scenarios are: i) AEBS braking
on a split friction surface, ii) directional stability control under low friction conditions,
and iii) oncoming collision avoidance.
In summary, the objective of this thesis can be divided into three parts: i) understand-
ing how truck drivers behave when the vehicle is exposed to a yaw disturbance, while
the vehicle decelerates, and what effect a steering wheel torque has, ii) using informa-
tion about driver characteristics to develop an effective controller for combined lateral
and longitudinal motion control (driver-centred motion control), and iii) evaluating the
controller in some scenarios where many accidents occur. These three parts will together
form a basis for a potential future reduction in accidents owing to all accident categories,
earlier listed in section 1.1.1.
1.3 Limitations
Material, methods and applications that are not handled in this thesis are listed here:
• Only software changes will be targeted and not fundamental hardware changes
of existing vehicle technology. This is believed to provide a more cost effective
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approach and thus a higher chance of the technology being adapted. A steer-by-wire
system is an example of a fundamental hardware change. It is therefore excluded.
• Sensors or sensor fusion technology will not be examined.
• As described by Aust et al. [53] it is possible to define three steps in an active
safety system: ’Detection’, ’Decision Strategy’, and ’Intervention Strategy’. The
steps ’Detection’ and ’Decision Strategy’ are not a focus here.
• The only vehicle types considered are heavy trucks and truck combinations with a
gross combination weight above 3.5 tonnes.
• Haptic warnings formed by pure vibrations, i.e. high frequency steering wheel
torque input not acting in any specific direction will not be examined.
• Auditory and visual warnings could possibly be combined with other modalities in
critical situations, e.g. steering wheel torque guidance. These combinations are not
investigated here.
• When control methods are developed a single front axle truck is assumed. The
design can however be extended for double front axles, after some modification.
• When control methods are developed the powertrain is omitted. The design can
however likely be extended to include also this to enable propelling features.
• Electric and hydraulic retarders, used for additional brake actuation, are not consid-
ered when control methods are developed. These are however possible to include
after some minor modification.
• Typical low speed features, such as hill-start aid are not considered.
1.4 Main Scientific Contributions
The main contributions from the research that has lead up to this thesis are:
• A set of general rules for how to scale steering wheel torque when vehicle proper-
ties change. These can enable easier transfer of steering technology between differ-
ent vehicle types.
• Existing studies indicate that when applying superimposed steering wheel torque
to guide a driver there are two important factors to consider: i) the time scale of
the required change, and ii) the cognitive objectives of the driver. This theory has
been further strengthened here as a results of experimental, modelling and analysis
work.
• A novel motion control method, for heavy truck combinations, has been developed
that is derived from observations of how drivers behave and from vehicle dynam-
ics. The method has furthermore been proven to show traffic safety benefits. The
novelty of the method lies in: i) the incorporation of quadratic real-time friction
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constraints, ii) that driver state and capabilities are considered when prioritising the
use of different motion actuators, and iii) an alternative approach to interpret driver
intention during limit-handling conditions.
• The danger in activation of AEBS under split friction conditions has been quan-
tised. These results should be considered when the number of scenarios targeted by
AEBS continuous to grow.
• The consequences of having a large positive steering offset at ground, in the steer-
ing system, have been quantised in two extreme scenarios. Results indicate that
when a driver is holding the steering wheel the consequences are limited. This does
not hold when a driver has let go of the steering wheel.
• Several novel experiments have been performed where driver behaviour has been
examined. This has created better understanding of the involved behaviour and per-
ception of the driver and the closed loop system driver and vehicle.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 present, in order, the fundamentals of
a truck’s steering system and a truck’s braking system as these are central topics through-
out the thesis. After this, chapter 4 presents findings on how drivers respond to stimuli
of relevance to vehicle motion control. These findings serve as input to chapter 5 where
a general method for driver-centred motion control is proposed. The method is thereafter
evaluated in three scenarios in chapter 6. Overall findings about driver behaviour and
vehicle motion control are concluded in chapter 7, where future priorities also are sug-
gested. Finally, chapter 8 summarises the underlying papers that are appended at the end
of the thesis. Notations used in the thesis comply with ISO 8855 [54] with the exception
that vector arrows are removed. Units are SI unless otherwise stated.
Chapter 2
Truck Steering System
A steering system provides directional control of the vehicle and thus composes an impor-
tant motion actuator. This chapter presents an overview of the steering system in a heavy
truck and also relevant characteristics thereto, as a background to the core of the thesis
where several motion actuators are to be synchronized. An earlier edition of the chapter
has originally been published in licentiate thesis [2].
2.1 Conventional Steering System
The power required when steering a truck is very high compared to a car. This becomes
obvious when considering the relative difference in front axle load, where a standard
car carries 750 kg and many heavy trucks up to 7500 kg. The most common front axle
steering arrangement of a heavy truck includes a hydraulic steering gear. A hydraulic
steering gear provides high power in comparison to its volume. Rear drive axles are in
general not steered. However on other rear axles steering is sometimes seen. The steering
principles of these axles are often of simple nature, having the purpose to avoid tyre wear
or shorten the effective wheelbase at low speed. Rear axle steering has an effect on vehicle
response and manoeuvrability but not directly on steering wheel forces and will therefore
not be described further.
The different parts of a conventionally steered front axle on a truck are shown and
explained in Fig. 2.1. A steering wheel angle movement essentially results in a movement
of the steer angle down at the wheels. The left and the right wheel steer angles are tied
together with the track rod. The geometry of how the track rod connects to the steering
knuckles should be chosen to produce a proper level of Ackermann, i.e. more steering on
the inner wheel in corners.
The geometry of the steering knuckle, or more specifically how the kingpin bolt is
oriented, creates the basis for how forces acting on the wheels propagate into the steering
system. In Fig. 2.2 an installation of a Volvo FMX is shown. Of particular importance
are two angles, kingpin inclination and caster. These will be defined in the following
sections. For this purpose two axis systems will first be defined. In accordance with ISO
8855 [54], X, Y, Z are used to denote the intermediate axis system, where X is directed
horizontally forward on the vehicle, Y points horizontally left when facing forwards, and
Z points upwards. Furthermore the vehicle axis system, XV , YV , ZV , is introduced. It is
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Figure 2.1: A conventional steering system from a left-hand drive Volvo is shown from front left-
hand side in the left subfigure, and from the rear in right subfigure. The steering wheel
(1) is connected via the steering column (2) and the steering shaft (3) to the hydraulic
steering gear (4). The steering gear amplifies the steering wheel torque and produces
a downshift from the incoming shaft angle to the angle of the Pitman arm (5), also
known as the drop arm. The Pitman arm is connected via the drag link (6) to the upper
steering arm (7) which controls the angle of the steering knuckle around the kingpin
bolt. The left and the right wheel steer angles are made dependent via the track rod
(8).
fixed on the vehicle sprung mass so that XV is directed forward on the vehicle, YV points
left, and ZV points upwards. Note that the vehicle axis system follows e.g. roll and pitch
motion of the sprung mass, whereas the intermediate axis system does not.
2.1.1 Kingpin Geometry
The steering axis, also known as the kingpin axis, is the axis about which the wheel rotates
relative to the vehicle structure when steered. For a truck with conventional steering this
axis runs through the kingpin bolt. The kingpin inclination angle, σ, is the angle between
the ZV -axis and the steering axis, projected onto the YVZV -plane, see the left part of
Fig. 2.3. The kingpin inclination angle on trucks is normally around 5 degrees, and is
normally higher on cars [55]. The lateral component of the distance between road wheel
contact centre and the steering axis, see the left part of Fig. 2.3, is known as the steering-
axis offset at ground1, rk. On heavy trucks the steering-axis offset at ground ranges from
5 to 15 cm, depending on the exact tyre and rim being used. On cars this value is often
closer to zero or even negative.
1In ISO 8855 [54] rk is referred to as the steering-axis offset at ground or kingpin offset at ground.
Gillespie [55] refers to it as the kingpin offset at ground or the scrub and Milliken and Milliken [56] as
the scrub radius. The term scrub radius is differently defined in ISO 8855 [54] as the distance from wheel
contact centre to the point where the steering axis intersects the ground, i.e. also affected by caster. In this
thesis steering-axis offset at ground will be used to denote rk. However in Paper III rk is referred to as the
scrub radius.
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Figure 2.2: The kingpin bolt, also known as the spindle bolt, is angled to produce proper steering









Figure 2.3: The tilt of the kingpin bolt can be decomposed into kingpin inclination and caster.
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2.1.2 Caster Geometry
The caster angle, τ , also known as the castor angle, is the angle between the ZV -axis and
the steering axis, being projected onto the XVZV -plane, see the right part of Fig. 2.3.
For heavy trucks a typical caster angle is 5 degrees at standstill. Note that during e.g.
heavy braking, when the vehicle pitches forward, the caster angle will reduce and can
even become negative.
2.1.3 Steering Wheel
Steering wheels can be seen on old cars dating back to around 1900. Before that tiller
steering was the state of art2. The steering wheel provides two main dimensions, steering
wheel angle, δh, and steering wheel torque, Mh. The relation between these two is here
referred to as steering characteristics. The diameter of the steering wheel is important
from two perspectives; it acts as a lever arm for the driver and it also strongly influences
the total inertia of the steering system. In heavy trucks it is larger than for cars, as a
consequence of legislation. As stated by UNECE [57] (Addendum 78, Regulation No.
79) the driver should be able to manoeuvre with limited steering forces also in the case
of an assistance failure. This is achieved by designing the steering system so that the
required force to steer the vehicle is limited, even without assistance. With a common
wheelbase and steering ratio this typically means a steering wheel diameter of 45-50 cm
on modern heavy trucks. Moving away from conventional steering system arrangements
may well change these constraints.
2.1.4 Steering Gear
A hydraulic steering gear is shown in Fig. 2.4. On the incoming axle, from the steering
shaft, a torsion bar is located. This torsion bar causes the opening and closing of valves
for hydraulic high pressure fluid. The steering shaft also turns a ball screw, known as the
worm. The high pressure fluid also acts on the worm to amplify the torque applied by the
driver. The other member of the ball screw causes the outgoing axle to turn the Pitman
arm. The principle is used on most heavy trucks [58]. The design of the valves within
the hydraulics has a large influence on the amplification characteristics and therefore also
on the steering characteristics. The amplification characteristics are often visualised with
hydraulic assistance pressure as a function of torsion bar torque, see e.g. [58]. This curve
is known as the boost curve. In a heavy truck a common ratio between the incoming and
outgoing shaft angle is within the range 16:1 to 27:1. The ratio is often nonlinear, with a
higher ratio closer to end stops. This contributes to the earlier stated requirement that it
should be possible to manoeuvre the truck also in the event of a hydraulic failure [57].
The steering gear together with the linkage geometry produce the overall steering ratio,
is, between the steering wheel angle and the average of the two wheel steer angles, δ.
Where δ is formed by the X direction of the vehicle and the horizontal direction of the
respective wheel. The steering ratio is is defined when no load is applied to the steering
system. The ratio, as mentioned before, is dependent on the angle. In a heavy truck is is
2A tiller is a lever that on cars was attached to the steering mechanism. It was directed backwards, as
opposed to what is often seen on boats.





Figure 2.4: A steering gear provides high power in relation to its volume.
in general close to the ratio provided by the steering gear for small steer angles, but will
show a deviation for large steer angles when relay linkages induce nonlinearities.
When loading is added to the steering system, e.g. forces from wheel road interaction,
the actual ratio can deviate substantially from is. This is due to compliance in the steering
system. Here the torsion bar within the steering gear dominates [58]. Some trucks might
even require that the steering wheel angle is doubled when the axle is loaded, compared
to when no load is carried, in order to produce the same wheel angle [55]. This phe-
nomenon adds understeer, as experienced by the driver, since more steering is required
when negotiating a curve at increased speed.
2.1.5 Equivalent Wheelbase
Wheelbase, l, is defined for a conventional two-axle vehicle, with a steered front axle and
an unsteered rear axle, as the longitudinal distance between the front and rear axle wheel
contact centre. For vehicles having more than one rear axle the equivalent wheelbase, leq,
is instead introduced. This describes the wheelbase of a two axle vehicle with similar
steady state turning behaviour as the multi-axle vehicle [59, 54, 60]. When assuming
linear tyre forces and a solo front axle the equivalent wheelbase can be calculated as







where L is the wheelbase of the real vehicle calculated as the distance from the front axle
to point zero, defined as the point where the moments generated by vertical loads of the
rear axles add up to zero. CαF and CαR are front cornering stiffness and the sum of rear








where Nr is the number of rear axles and ∆i is the longitudinal distance from axle i to
point zero. From Eq. (2.1) it is seen that a multi-axle vehicle will be perceived as longer
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than its geometrical wheelbase, L. Most linear theory on ground vehicles can be used
simply by substituting the wheelbase, l, for the equivalent wheelbase, leq, [59].
2.1.6 Steering Response
Steady state steering response of a vehicle is commonly measured in terms of lateral
acceleration gain or yaw rate gain. Lateral acceleration gain, ∂aY
∂δH
, is the relation between
change in lateral acceleration and change in steering wheel angle input, where lateral












where Ku is the understeer gradient having the unit rad, vX vehicle longitudinal velocity
and g the gravitational constant. Yaw rate gain, ∂ωZ
∂δH
, is the relation between change in yaw













Fig. 2.5 shows a typical steering response for a tractor towing a semi-trailer and a rigid
truck as the longitudinal velocity varies. The relative difference in steering response is
obvious between the tractor and the truck. It is mainly a longer wheel base of the rigid

































































Figure 2.5: Typical steering response shown for a semi-trailer tractor unit and a rigid truck.
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2.1.7 Steering Dynamics
When considering transient yaw motion of a truck the full dynamical system should be
considered where the steering wheel angle forms the main input. A typical step response
of a tractor and semi-trailer combination is shown in Fig. 2.6. The yaw rate of the truck
unit has an approximate time constant of 250 ms, when modelled as a first order system.
The yaw rate of the trailer does not exhibit dynamics similar to a first order system, but
a first order system, with a time constant of 400 ms, combined with a 250 ms time delay
can be used as a rough approximation.
Figure 2.6: Typical yaw rate response of a tractor and semi-trailer combination to a 10◦ steering
wheel angle step. The combination is travelling at 80 km/h and the step is applied
after 1 s. The values have been produced by a high fidelity model. The model has
been verified with respect to real step response measurements.
2.1.8 Ackermann Geometry
In theory left and right wheel steering angles should be chosen so that the rotation axes
always intersect in one point, around which all wheels rotate. This would provide the
highest degree of manoeuvrability and lowest tyre wear. At low speeds these steering
angles can be derived purely from vehicle geometry. This is known as Ackermann geom-











where b is the lateral distance between the left and right tyre contact patch, known as
track. An alternative to Ackermann geometry is to have parallel steering, i.e. δL = δR.
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The indices L and R will be used in the remainder of this chapter to denote left and right.
At high speeds, where wheels are subjected to high side slips, parallel steering can in
fact provide improved manoeuvrability and lowered tyre wear compared to Ackermann
geometry.
The steering geometry is in general closer to Ackermann than parallel on heavy trucks.
This is because of the importance of low speed manoeuvrability and the fact that the
average speed is low, compared to cars. Fig. 2.7 provides an example of the steering
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Figure 2.7: The relation between left and right wheel steer angles measured on a specific Volvo
truck. It is obvious that the angle corresponds more closely to Ackermann geometry
than to a parallel geometry.
2.1.9 Induced Steering Error
The relay linkages within the steering system will move as the suspension of the vehicle
travels up and down or rolls. This will induce a wheel steer angle, disconnected from
steering wheel movement. The relation between the joint, connecting the drag link and
the upper steering arm, and the geometry of the suspension will be the main way of
controlling this effect. The coupling to roll motion, known as roll-steer, is in particular
high on some heavy trucks. This typically adds understeer as the vehicle rolls in corners.
It can also make the vehicle sensitive to vertical one-sided disturbances.
2.1.10 Steering Forces and Moments
Forces and moments acting on the wheels interact with the steering system. This is well
described by Gillespie [55]. The most significant terms in this will here be described
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together with other torque components acting on the steering system. This provides an
overview of all terms that contribute to the final steering wheel torque, as experienced
by the driver. Left and right wheel steer angles are assumed to be equal, i.e. small steer
angles. Furthermore, caster and king pin inclination angles are assumed to be small and
symmetric.
To start with the tyre axis system XT , YT , ZT is defined as follows. The tyre axis
system coincides with the intermediate axis system X, Y, Z, with the exception that XT
and YT are rotated around the Z-axis so that XT coincides with the wheel plane. In the
ground plane the wheel is subjected to forces and moments in and around the XT , YT
and the ZT directions. Forces are denoted, in order, as FXT , FY T and FZT . Moments are
denoted, in order, as MXT , MY T and MZT . The later, MZT , is known as the aligning
moment, which has a large impact on the steering system, as will be shown.
Resulting Moment from Vertical Forces
A vertical force FZT is acting on both left and right front wheels, denoted by FZTL and
FZTR. The resulting moment, MV , acting on the upper steering arm is
MV = −(FZTL + FZTR) · rk sinσ sin δ + (FZTR − FZTL) · rk sin τ cos δ (2.6)
Here the first term, which includes kingpin inclination, dominates at low speeds in a heavy
truck. When steering both wheels the vehicle is lifted. This causes a returning moment.
The second term, including the caster angle, may cause steering pull.
Resulting Moment from Lateral Forces
The lateral forces FY TL and FY TR build up with speed when cornering. Road disturbances
can also cause lateral tyre forces. The resulting moment here is
ML = −(FY TL + FY TR) · rstat tan τ (2.7)
where rstat denotes wheel radius measured from ground to wheel centre.
Resulting Moment from Longitudinal Forces
The tractive forces FXTL and FXTR caused by e.g. front wheel drive, or more likely brake
activation, act thorough the steering-axis offset at ground and produce a resulting moment
as
MT = (FXTR − FXTL) · rk (2.8)
As rk is positive on heavy trucks it causes a destabilising steering wheel torque during
split friction braking.
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Aligning Moment
The resulting lateral force is in general not acting at the centre of the tyre, as assumed in
Eq. (2.7), but further backwards. This distance is known as the pneumatic trail. As stated
by Pfeffer [61], the pneumatic trail will reduce as tyre road friction drops. This makes it
possible to experience a change in friction level even before reaching the actual friction
limit. It should however be stressed that this really requires both a skilled driver and a
steering system free from high friction and damping. The resulting moment acting on the
upper steering arm caused by aligning moment, MZT , is
MAT = −(FY TL · tL︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−MZTL




σ2 + τ 2 (2.9)
where tL and tR denote the pneumatic trail length on the left and right wheel, respectively,
positive backwards from wheel centre. For example, the Brush tyre model provides an
explanation of why the pneumatic trail depends on the current friction level and also
lateral slip angle [62]. The pneumatic trail also depends on wheel pressure [61].
Friction Acting in the Steering System
The steering system contains several joints, sealings and bearings. All these contribute
a small amount of friction, i.e. elements slide against each other. Together these con-
tributions sum up to a total amount of friction within the steering system. Friction can
suppress disturbances and act as a prop for a driver in long curves, but will also make it
more difficult to perceive small force changes between road and wheel. An example of
a model for friction is given in [61]. As described, a simple coulomb friction model is
not representative. Instead other alternatives are suggested, e.g. a spring coupled in series
with coulomb friction.
Friction is also present between the wheels and road surface. This effect often produces
the highest contribution of moment at very low speed and can therefore be dimensioning
for the entire steering system. It is sometimes argued that a high steering-axis offset at
ground would reduce the wheel friction moment. This was shown not to be true by Sharp
and Granger [63] when the wheel is free rolling. The relation between offset and wheel
friction level is very weak. When the wheel is locked, i.e. brakes are applied, the friction
moment increases as offset is introduced.
Damping Acting in the Steering System
Damping, which is a speed dependent torque, acts within the system in several places.
Damping stabilises the steering wheel movement. However, too much damping will make
the vehicle heavy and slow to steer.
Inertia in the Steering System
Steering system inertia mainly comes from the steering wheel itself. This is because of
the ratio acting between the lower and the upper side of the system.
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2.2 Rack and Pinion Steering System
Rack and pinion is a mechanism used on most passenger cars. A pinion is connected to
a linearly moving rack. It contains fewer joints than the steering gear arrangement. This
has the benefit of less compliance and backlash. Heavy truck rack and pinion steering was
introduced by Volvo Trucks in 2012 as they launched the individual front suspension,
shown in Fig. 2.8. The principle of forces, as presented above, acting on the steering




Figure 2.8: Rack and pinion steering is used here on Volvo’s individually suspended front axle.
It has a linear hydraulic piston (1) acting on the rack to provide power steering. High
pressure fluid is pumped into either chamber (2) or chamber (3) to push the rack in
either direction. The rack controls the angle of the steering knuckle (4) around the
kingpin bolt. The two chambers (1 and 2) are controlled by a valve that is connected
to a torsion bar (not included in the picture). The axle installation is of the double-
wishbone type.
2.3 Electric Power Steering System
EPS systems consume less energy in general and are easier to control than hydraulic
power steering (HPS) systems [64]. This is the reason why EPS has replaced the usage
of HPS in most high-end passenger cars. A typical EPS system can respond to a re-
quest within a couple of milliseconds. Trucks on the other hand have high power density
requirements. This has resulted in hydraulics retaining a prevalent use position. The dif-
ficulty in controlling hydraulic power steering in an exact and quick way has however
made room for a compromise. A mixture of the two have been introduced by e.g. Volvo
Trucks [49]. A sketch of this system is provided in Fig. 2.9. An electrical motor is placed
on top of a hydraulic steering gear. Both add torque on top of what the driver does. This
is known as torque overlay. Torque overlay is possible to achieve also with other com-
binations of hydraulic and electronic action. This is demonstrated by Dell’Amico [65]
wherein the valves of a hydraulic steering gear are being electronically controlled.
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Figure 2.9: A combination of EPS and HPS has been introduced on heavy trucks. This picture
shows the system offered by Volvo Trucks. An electric motor (highlighted in blue) is
place on top of a conventional hydraulic steering gear.
When introducing electronics into the system it is possible to fundamentally change
what is felt in the steering wheel. A pure HPS system can in general only act upon input
from the driver. With electronics introduced it is possible to control the system indepen-
dent of driver inputs. This is called active steering. With active steering it is possible
to have progressive power steering amplification, reduce impact from road disturbances
[49], support the driver with lane-keeping aid functions, and a lot more. It is not possible
however to turn the road wheels independently of the steering wheel.
2.4 Angle Overlay System
Rothhämel [58] presents an installation of a Harmonic Drive gearbox into a heavy truck
steering system. This works like a planetary gear and makes it possible to overlay a steer
angle on top of the steering wheel angle. Similar systems are used in some high-end cars.
The system developed by Rothhämel is controlled to induce artificial understeer and to
change the yaw rate gain. Angle overlaid systems provide an opportunity for changing
vehicle response and addition of active safety functionality where the driver can be taken
out of the loop to a larger extent than is possible with a torque overlaid system. Also angle
overlaid system can also be called active when it is controlled independently of driver
input. No heavy truck manufacturer has yet introduced an angle overlaid system onto
the market. To achieve this fundamental hardware changes to existing vehicle technology
would be required. Therefore, angle overlaid systems are considered to be outside the
scope of this thesis.
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2.5 Steer-by-Wire System
When removing the mechanical linkage between the steering wheel and the wheels it is
possible to control vehicle response independent of driver interaction. It is also possible
to apply any torque onto the steering wheel, independent of road wheel interaction. This
is known as steer-by-wire. Nissan Motor Company recently introduced the first commer-
cially available car with steer-by-wire. It is characterised with a ’quick response, a high
disturbance suppression and straight-line capability, as well as a wide range of steer-
ing ratio settings’ [66]. Very high requirements on redundancy in electronics are needed
when the mechanical link has been removed. This creates a costly system, which previ-
ously has been the main reason for not having steer-by-wire in production cars or trucks.
When using both angle overlay and EPS simultaneously, both angles and forces become
decoupled. This is therefore one way of designing a steer-by-wire system. Steer-by-wire
systems are considered to be outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Truck Brake System
A brake system provides both longitudinal and directional control of the vehicle and thus
composes several important motion actuators. This chapter presents an overview of the
brake system in a modern heavy truck and also relevant characteristics thereto, as a back-
ground to the core of the thesis where several motion actuators are to be synchronized.
3.1 Brake System Overview
UNECE [22] states that all road vehicles should be equipped with: i) a service brake
system that makes it possible for the driver to ’halt it safely, speedily and effectively,
whatever its speed and load, on any up or down gradient’, ii) a secondary brake system
that makes it possible for the driver to ’halt the vehicle within a reasonable distance in
the event of failure of the service braking system’, and iii) a parking brake system ’to
hold the vehicle stationary on an up or down gradient even in the absence of the driver’.
This chapter will describe how these aspects are solved in a modern high-end heavy
truck. First of all the main layout of a brake system will be presented using an example.
This is followed by an overview of the contained components and a description of the
response that a brake system can produce. A brake system often contains the additional
software component ESC, which applies individual wheel brake action for yaw and roll
stabilization. This will not be discussed further in this chapter.
A specific heavy truck brake system is shown on a system level in Fig. 3.1. The sys-
tem is pneumatic and electronically controlled. Pneumatically actuated brake systems
have become a standard for heavy trucks [67]. This is due to a number of advantages
compared to a hydraulic system, which is common on lighter vehicles. Firstly, spillage
is harmless to the environment and to the operator. This makes it easier to design safe
connectors between the truck and multiple trailers. Secondly, small leaks will not lead to
a failure in brake performance. Electronic control in the brake system makes it possible
to reduce brake onset delays, that otherwise can be substantial in long trucks and truck
combinations, and to achieve exact brake distribution with respect to normal axle loads
and brake wear. This is known as an electronic braking system (EBS). In Fig. 3.1 it can
be seen that the driver is operating a foot pedal (5) that is connected to a control unit (47)
via CAN (SAE J1939). The control unit (47) in turn is coordinating pressure modulators
(46, 58) and pressure control valves (35) that are attached to the axles. The modulation is
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executed electronically. The pressure modulators contain advanced valves that can pass
air from supply tanks (11F, 11R) to the corresponding brake cylinders (2, 3); to meet a
pressure that has been requested by the control unit (47). The front axle has two pressure
control valves (35) together with a one channel modulator (58) as an alternative to a two
channel modulator (46). The control unit (47) can also request brake action from a trailer
via CAN (ISO 11992). When combining all the described components it becomes pos-
sible for the driver to brake the vehicle by using the foot pedal. This forms the service
brake system.
The foot pedal (5) is also connected to the pressure modulators (46, 58) and to a pneu-
matic trailer connector (C) via pneumatic pipes (21, 22). This makes it possible to also
send commands to the pressure modulators (46, 58) pneumatically. This loop forms the
secondary brake system, in the event of an electronic failure in the service brake system.
Other types of failures require other backup mechanisms. Pneumatic failures are handled
by having two pneumatic circuits, one front and one rear, that are connected to different
supply tanks (11F, 11R). If the rear circuit fails the front circuit forms the secondary brake
system and possibly vice versa. Moreover, mechanical failures of individual wheel end
components are handled by actuation of other wheels.
The state of the park brake lever (26) is read by a control unit (43), which is connected
with pneumatic pipes to the park brake inlets of the four spring brake cylinders (2). This
forms the parking brake system. These cylinders contain mechanical springs that secure
strong engagement of park brake action, even when the pneumatic supply pressure drops.
The park brake circuit is also used by some truck manufactures to form parts of the
secondary brake system. This is especially relevant for tractor units where the rear axle
load is low when running unladen. If a pneumatic failure occurs in the front service brake
circuit it will not be enough to brake the rear axle group. This can be resolved by having
spring brake cylinders (2) on the front axle that also can be actuated by the park brake
circuit.
It should be noted that substantial variability exists in how a brake system is designed
for different truck configurations. This is especially true when considering pressure mod-
ulators and pressure control valves. These are sometimes shared between several brake
cylinders and sometimes used only by one. Using fewer modulators and pressure control
valves can reduce the cost of the system, but it also removes the possibility to actuate
individual wheels. Separate actuation of many individual wheels is important when using
the brake system as a means of steering the truck, and this will subsequently be referred
to as differential braking, or when braking on a split friction surface. Trailers often have
less possibility for individual wheel brake actuation.
With EBS comes the possibility of applying brake action on individual wheels (or pair
of wheels when they are pneumatically connected) also without involving the driver. In
Fig. 3.1 this can be accomplished by the control unit (47) that has direct access to all
modulators (46, 58) and pressure control valves (35). The system can thus be referred to
as a by-wire system, which makes it possible to serve AEBS, ACC, Cooperative ACC
and other higher layer functions. The pneumatic brake system is on many trucks also
supported by other types of mechanisms, such as: engine brake action, a hydraulic or
electrical retarder, or in the case of a hybrid truck one or several electric motors. As the
pneumatic system is operated by-wire it is possible to perform seamless synchronization
amongst the systems as a driver presses the brake pedal. This is known as brake blending.
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Figure 3.1: Example of brake system architecture from a single front axle Volvo 8×4 truck. Solid
lines are pneumatic tubes and dashed lines are electronic wires.
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3.2 The Wheel Brake Unit
This section will present how a brake force is produced on a tyre when a pressure acts in a
brake cylinder. First the brake cylinders will be described, this is followed by the calliper,
pads and the disc. This section ends with a description of how a pressure modulator
operates in the light of this background.
Two types of brakes exist, namely disc brakes and drum brakes. Disc brakes are more
common on high-end heavy trucks in Europe. Disc brakes are easier to repair and have
better heat dissipation properties than drum brakes. Drum brakes are in general cheaper,
weigh less than disc brakes, and are more protected against corrosion. This section will
not describe drum brakes further.
Fig. 3.2 provides an illustration of a front and rear axle disc brake unit. The brake
cylinder converts pneumatic pressure to a piston force that is connected to the brake
pads via a lever arm in the brake calliper. Brake cylinders come in two variants, a spring
loaded variant (see (2) in Fig. 3.1) and a standard variant (see (3) in Fig. 3.1). The former
is designed to support dual operation of park brake and service brake actions. The latter
only supports service brake action. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the principle of a spring loaded
brake cylinder. The principle of a standard cylinder is more or less identical, but with the











Figure 3.2: Pneumatic disc brake units from a Volvo truck. A brake cylinder (1) is connected to
the brake calliper (2), which is holding the inner and outer brake pads (3, 4). Between
the brake pads lies the brake disc (5) which is rotating along with the wheel. When
the two brake pads (3, 4) are brought closer a frictional force is generated between
the pads and the disc.
As described thoroughly by Day [67], the materials that are used in discs and pads
are important from three perspectives. Firstly, wear of the discs and pads should be min-






Figure 3.3: A spring brake cylinder. A plate (1) is mounted to the piston/pushrod. The piston
is retracted by a return spring (2) and extracted when high pressure air fills up the
chamber (3) (collapsed in the picture). The piston also extracts when the park spring
(5) overcomes the pneumatic pressure of chamber (4).
imized. Secondly, the coefficient of friction between disc and pad, µB, should be suffi-
ciently high to enable a high braking torque. Thirdly, the coefficient of friction should
also be insensitive to changes in pad/disc temperature and surface moisture. The coef-
ficient of friction normally ranges from between 0.35 to 0.4 on heavy trucks, but will
typically vary by 25% as a function of temperature. This will no longer hold when the
temperature becomes extremely high (&350◦C). Overheating can lead to both temporary
and permanent fading brake action.
The torque, MB, that is acting on a rotating wheel while applying service brake action
can be calculated, assuming that the coefficient of friction µB is known, according to
MB = 2µB(PB − PT )Aaηre (3.1)
where PB is the brake gauge pressure in the brake cylinder, PT is a threshold pressure
mainly owing to the return spring, Aa is the actuation area in the brake cylinder, η is the
gain factor of the brake calliper, and re is the mean radius of the disc/pad rubbing path. A
typical value of η is 10 and a typical value of PT is 0.3 bar. The latter can be compared to
the upper limit of PB, which is equal to the supply pressure in the brake system (normally
around 10 bar).
The rotational speed of the wheel, when ignoring propulsion, can now be modelled as
IW ω˙W = −rstatFXT −MB (3.2)
where IW is the inertia of the wheel and ωW is the angular velocity of the wheel around
the wheel-spin axis. The longitudinal tyre force FXT will be a consequence of the angular
velocity of the wheel. This relation can further be modelled using a tyre model, see [62].
Yet, in steady state it holds that FXT = −MB/rstat. Steady state tyre forces are normally
reached within approximately 2 m of travel after applying a step in brake torque.
When the applied brake torque, MB, surpasses the limit of road friction the wheel will
lock. This should be avoided as, for instance, the peak lateral tyre force will be strongly
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reduced when a wheel locks [67]. In the brake system this is handled by performing
ABS control using the pressure modulators and pressure control valves. A starting point
in ABS is that most wheels are equipped with a toothed ring and pickup for measuring
the angular velocity. By comparing the wheel speeds of different wheels it is possible to
determine when a wheel is about to lock. When a wheel lock is detected the correspond-
ing modulator or pressure control valves are acting to reduce the pressure that is being
applied in the brake cylinder. Once the angular velocity has picked up again the pres-
sure will be increased. On a truck this results in heavy 1–2 Hz cyclic brake pulses [68].
This furthermore implies that the longitudinal force FXT will also oscillate when ABS is
active. Miller and Henderson [69, 68] have demonstrated that with new quicker control
valves it is possible to reduce the magnitude of these oscillations and thereby achieve a
shorter stopping distance. This would also make it possible to achieve more exact control
of both lateral and longitudinal tyre forces, which is important when performing motion
control [70].
3.3 Response of Brake System
Fig. 3.4 displays an example of how fast brake pressure can build up in a standard truck
brake system. The actual pressure is measured in the brake modulator on the front axle
(component 58 on the front axle in Fig. 3.1). Also included is an estimate of the longitu-
dinal slip of the corresponding wheel. It should be noted that additional delay may appear
when a command originates from the foot brake module (component 5 in Fig. 3.1) in
Fig. 3.4 the command is considered to act in the brake modulator. The measured brake
pressure has an approximate time constant of 90 ms. The longitudinal slip on the other
hand is first of all associated with a time delay of about 80 ms. It thereafter resembles
the dynamics of a first order system with a time constant of about 70 ms. Higher speeds
would yield shorter slip settling times. The longitudinal slip furthermore provides a good
indication of how fast the longitudinal force that is acting on the tyre develops. The effects
of longitudinal relaxation, which is a measure of how fast a force builds up when the slip
has changed, can be approximated as a system with a time constant of 50 ms at the given
speed (longitudinal relaxation length is ∼0.5 m) [62]. A slightly slower step response,
than that seen in Fig. 3.4, can be expected when the magnitude of the step is higher; and
a quicker response at a lower magnitude. The time delay that is seen in the longitudinal
slip curve in Fig. 3.4 can be explained by three factors: i) the threshold pressure PT must
be surpassed before the brake pads start moving, ii) there is damping acting within the
cylinder and the calliper, and iii) the mass of the pads and the moving parts of the calliper
need to be moved to get contact with the disc. The two last terms should consequently
also be added to Eq. (3.1), when seeking a more exact transient model. For more details
see [69, 68].













































Figure 3.4: Measurement from a heavy truck showing how both the actual pressure in a brake
cylinder and the corresponding longitudinal slip responds when commanding a step
in brake pressure. The speed of the truck is initially 35 km/h.
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Chapter 4
Characterisation of Drivers
This chapter provides an overview of how truck drivers respond to stimuli that are rele-
vant for lateral and longitudinal vehicle motion control. The content is based on Paper I,
Paper II, and Paper III.
4.1 Background — Steering Wheel Torque
This section provides an overview of the effects that a steering wheel torque disturbance,
sometimes also called guidance, has on a driver. The words disturbance and guidance will
be used interchangeably in this chapter. The traditional difference merely depends on the
expected outcome. If the expected outcome is assumed to be supportive it is common to
use the word guidance. If the expected outcome is assumed to be worsened it is common
to use the word disturbance. Yet, the nature of the outcome is clearly dependent on what
perspective is being used. Is it the stance one of traffic safety, or possibly that of the
driver? Because of this ambiguity the two words will be treated as synonyms in this
chapter and neither will be associated with a supportive nor a worsened outcome, but
rather a neutral one.
As active steering was introduced on a wide scale in the car industry the expectations
of the use of overlaid steering wheel torque for improved safety grew. Numerous studies
have been presented on its effect. Surprisingly, many studies show different results on
whether added steering wheel torque can change the behaviour of the driver for the better
or not. Therefore before looking into individual studies some fundamental observations
of human behaviour will first be described.
4.1.1 Human Adaptation to Force Fields
The well-established scientific field of human motor control includes a subfield concern-
ing the task of reaching. Observations from this area have also been proposed to ex-
plain aspects of human driving or, more precisely, the task of steering by Benderius and
Markkula [71]. The theory suggests that the movement of an arm is executed from a pre-
defined set of plans. These plans can be scaled in dimension and thus produce both small
and large movements. Yet the duration of the movement will remain independent of the
dimension [72]. For the task of steering a typical duration of the movement is in the order
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of 0.4 s [71]. The trajectory of the motion is described as ballistic (with regards to visual
feedback), or in other words open-loop. This is concluded for instance from the fact that
the underlying plan for movement seems unaffected by an obstacle along the trajectory,
appearing first after the movement has started [73].
A force field is, in the context of reaching, an externally imposed force acting on the
limb of interest that is dependent on the position of the limb. Steering torque feedback
is one example of a force field. Studies on adaptation to unexpected stable force fields
have revealed that people can update their models for ballistic execution to eliminate
the influence of the force fields and thus perform as in free space within a handful of
repetitions [74, 75]. This can for instance serve as an explanation to a driving simulator
study run by Deborne et al. [76] where the steering torque feedback characteristics of a
car were changed immediately before entering a curve. All subjects managed to maintain
the vehicle on the road (as they quickly adapted to a change in a force field), but did at the
same time experience a high mental work load (supposedly while updating their models).
Even before force adaptation has occurred in the brain there are other mechanisms that
can reduce the deviation from the intended trajectory in the presence of an external force.
A model of the involved mechanisms can be found in Fig. 7 in Paper II. The stretch reflex
is perhaps the most important one. This reflex is a fast neural loop, located in the spinal
cord, and can act independently of voluntary action. When a muscle is longer/shorter than
expected the alpha motor neuron typically responds within 50 ms to stimulate the muscle
fibres involved and thus suppress the disturbance [73]. In the context of steering this
means that when introducing steering wheel torque disturbances that ramp up quickly,
the most likely outcome is that these will be opposed by the driver; as is also suggested
by Benderius [77]. Yet, the stretch reflex strength can be altered by the brain, e.g. by co-
contraction of muscles [78]. However, it is not apparent if this in practise makes it possible
to change the behaviour of the driver. Even so, it is clear that the time scale in which the
steering wheel torque disturbance is introduced will play a crucial role in determining
what parts of the neural system will come into action. As a reference, the stretch reflex
typically responds within 30–50 ms [77]; the brain can affect muscle activity no quicker
than within 150 ms [77]; if the stimuli is visual it will take at least 180 ms before muscles
activate [79].
4.1.2 Quick Actions and Slow Actions
As was stressed in the previous section the chances of changing the behaviour of a driver
by applying superimposed steering wheel torque is highly dependent on the rate at which
the torque is added and also on what time scale the change is expected. This section
will cover selected prior art, where driver behaviour has been analysed in the presence of
superimposed steering wheel torque, on the basis of said rate and time scale.
Starting with studies characterised by systems running with a high rate of change and
on a short time scale; this is often referred to as emergency avoidance assist. Benderius
[77] describes four car studies wherein superimposed steering wheel torque was evaluated
in near-crash scenarios: i) a driving simulator study on the topic of oncoming collision
avoidance involving 41 subjects, ii) a real vehicle study on the topic of run-off-road avoid-
ance involving 56 subjects, iii) one driving simulator study on the topic of run-off-road
avoidance involving 41 subjects, and iv) one driving simulator study, run on a straight
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road without apparent threats, which involved twelve-year old children and adults. In all
studies the drivers were distracted by a secondary task and were initially not looking at
the road. The outcome was similar in all studies; drivers counteracted the steering wheel
intervention, even children did. The results are explained by suggesting that ’drivers are
neurologically hard-wired in their response to unexpected steering wheel disturbances’.
These findings are further confirmed by Hesse et al. [80] where a number of real vehicle
and driving simulator experiments are presented. It has been observed that in near-crash
scenarios drivers tend to counteract low-level torque overlays. An attempt to increase the
level of overlay was therefore performed, which instead resulted in loss of control for a
few subjects. The latter is commented by Benderius [77] who suggests that this could be
a consequence of the fact that human muscles become less precise when being subjected
to high loads. Keller et al. [81] also presented a similar study with a high level of steering
wheel torque feedback and showed a reduction in collision rate, but never commented
about the later risk of loss of control. On the topic of loss of control Switkes et al. [82]
performed a study where the severity of accidentally applied steering wheel torque was
analysed, i.e. torque failure. Both failures behaving as torque steps and as slow torque
ramps (4 N m/s) were included. Steps started to be experienced as critical when the am-
plitude was above 4 N m. Ramps were never experienced as critical, irrespective of the
final amplitude.
Katzourakis et al. [83] have presented a study on road departure prevention using a low
level of torque overlay, along with other alternative control outputs. The effect observed
on steering wheel angle movement was limited, and thus the gain. In this study drivers
were not distracted and were furthermore aware of what manoeuvre to perform and when.
Iwano et al. [84] further investigated the important trade-off between low and high level
of feedback in a driving simulator study. A medium level of feedback was found to yield
the best outcome. However, only six subjects took part, which is low when considering
human variability, see e.g. [80].
Brandt et al. [85] have, in contrast to previously mentioned studies, reported that the
number of collisions can be reduced by instead using a combination of continuous torque
based lane-keeping-aid and torque based crash avoidance support. An experiment was run
in a fixed based simulator, where drivers were distracted by a secondary task. It was shown
that suddenly appearing obstacles were successfully avoided more often with assistance
than without. This could be explained by the fact that drivers started trusting the system
during normal driving and when distracted managed to inhibit counteracting arm reflexes.
Moving over to studies characterised by a relatively slow rate of change and a long
time scale for operation, one first interesting study here was one performed by Crespo
and Reinkensmeyer [86]. In a fixed based driving simulator study, involving 24 subjects,
they showed that torque guidance can be used to speed up the rate at which subjects learn
to follow a visual path. Yet there was no difference in performance after many repetitions
between those being supported and those not being supported. In a study run by Mulder et
al. [87] the effects of an LKA system on curve negotiation were analysed in a fixed base
driving simulator study involving 12 subjects. Only a subtle level of torque was added.
Results indicate that path tracking is largely unaffected, whereas steering motion appears
to become smoother and driver steering forces higher when assisted. In a similar follow
up study, involving 24 subjects, the lane-keeping performance was in contrast observed
to improve [88]. In this new experiment cones were used to define the borders of the lane.
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In total about 3000 cones were hit when no steering support was provided. When driving
with LKA turned on this was nearly halved1.
Johansson et al. [89] performed a truck driving simulator study wherein, amongst other
objectives, LKA was evaluated. The LKA function activated once the truck had passed
a lane marking by more than 50 cm and consisted of a combination of guiding steering
torque and steering vibrations. In total 44 subjects took part. Results indicate that drivers
supported by LKA spent less time outside lane markings. Another truck study was that
performed by Rothhämel et al. [90]. They developed a function that altered the steering
feel of a heavy truck to indicate the risk of rollover. The function was tested in two
versions, one where the steering torque profile drastically increased above a certain lateral
acceleration limit (’lane-keeping strategy’) and one where it instead drastically decreased
above a certain lateral acceleration limit (’ice-patch strategy’). The function was tested in
a study on a test track with 33 subjects. Drivers who had the function on, with the ’ice-
patch strategy’, kept a larger safety margin for rollover by choosing a slightly lower curve
entry speed. Weather conditions made it impossible to investigate what effects the ’lane-
keeping strategy’ had on drivers. One further truck study was performed by Montiglio et
al. [91]. They installed an EPS system into an IVECO Stralis 480AS and implemented
an LKA function. The system was only subjectively evaluated.
In summary, it appears to be possible to alter the steering behaviour of a driver us-
ing overlaid steering wheel torque, when a steering function acts continuously and is
predictable or possibly ramps up very slowly. In contrast, it is not possible to abruptly
change the motion of the vehicle using discontinuous steering wheel torque action with
bound magnitude in unpredictable situations. The only exception to this has been found
by Brandt et al. [85] where continuous action was used to make drivers trust the system.
This makes it easier to get compliance also in quick manoeuvres when drivers are dis-
tracted. The overall conclusion is that all forms of steering wheel torque guidance must
be compatible with the driver’s voluntary brain objectives in order to have an effect on the
motion of the vehicle; unless the torque is strong when compared to the muscles of the
driver. In the latter case several studies show that driver performance can then deteriorate,
which could cause vehicle instability.
All studies mentioned earlier in this section have been performed using cars, apart from
[89, 90, 91]. Heavy trucks have in general bigger steering wheels, are driven by profes-
sionals, have a slightly more upright seat, exhibit slower dynamics, are wider, have higher
steering gear ratios, and are often towing trailers. The number of studies that have been
commissioned where driver behaviour has been analysed in heavy trucks when introduc-
ing overlaid steering wheel torque is strongly limited. It is therefore of high importance
to analyse how studies performed for cars link to truck driving. This will therefore be
analysed in the following section.
1Melman et al. [88] furthermore also demonstrated that there is a risk that drivers increase their speed
when supported by LKA. This was however demonstrated to diminish when the system was designed to
discourage this behaviour.
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4.2 Translation of Steering Wheel Torque Between Dif-
ferent Vehicles
The torque that is acting on the steering wheel is composed of all components previously
described in chapter 2 and possibly other superimposed safety and comfort functions.
The importance of steering wheel torque has been analysed in several studies [92, 93,
61]. Different drivers often have different opinions about their preferred level of feedback
when considering subjective ratings [94, 95]. All in all, steering wheel torque feedback
is a complex subject that requires both a subjective and an objective stance. These two
perspectives will therefore be adapted in this section, where a bridge is sought between
car steering torque feedback and truck steering torque feedback. As there are several
factors that differ between cars and trucks the most important ones will be discussed one
by one. An earlier edition of this section was originally published in Lic thesis [2].
4.2.1 Steering Wheel Size
Newberry et al. [96] conclude that a driver perceives force rather than torque. This was
based on a test where the angular degree of freedom was locked on the steering wheel,
known as an isometric test. When the angular degree of freedom was unlocked and torque
set to zero it was further found that a driver perceives steering wheel angle rather than
hand translation. In Paper I a complementary study describes how force feedback should
vary with steering wheel size in a real vehicle where isometric motion no longer holds
and where the driver subjectively decides on an optimal balance between handling and
comfort. Also analysed is how a steering wheel torque pulse should scale as the steering
wheel size changes.
Subjective Tuning of Base Characteristics
A method was developed to scale the total steering wheel torque in a truck; see Fig. 4.1
for a visual illustration. A single scaling parameter kg was used to scale all torque com-
ponents contributing to the steering characteristics according to
MH(δH , δ˙H , vX) = kg ·MH,0(δH , δ˙H , vX) (4.1)
where δ˙H denotes steering wheel angular rate and MH,0 baseline steering torque charac-
teristics (solid lines in Fig. 4.1).
A study was run where 17 subjects decided on their preferred value of kg. Each subject
drove with three differently sized steering wheels. The steering wheels are denoted as
large, medium and small and have a radius, rStW , of 0.225 m, 0.195 m and 0.165 m
respectively. The study took place on a handling track and subjects were told to stay
between 45 km/h and 90 km/h.
The reported preferred level of kg is shown in Fig. 4.2. The variance in trend between
subjects is large. This is also expected from existing knowledge on the ability of humans
to differentiate steering stiffness [97]. Yet it is clear that torque feedback should be scaled
when the steering wheel size changes. A starting point would be to use a rule of thumb
that stipulates linear scaling of total torque in order to accomplish a maintained driver



























Figure 4.1: A method was developed making it possible to scale the complete steering wheel
torque as experienced by the driver, using only one single parameter kg. The charac-
teristics shown is measured at 80 km/h for the truck used in the experiment. Picture
taken from Paper I.
force. During the trials it was however noted that further fine tuning might be needed;
e.g. of damping and friction to realise conservation of steering wheel free response return
rate. On average, when going from the large steering wheel to the medium one a scaling
factor of 0.84 was reported. This can be compared to 0.87, which is the ratio between the
radius of the two. When going from the large steering wheel to the small one a scaling
factor of 0.64 was reported. This can be compared to 0.73, which is the ratio between the
radius of the two.
Objective Evaluation of Pulse Scaling
All 17 subjects also took part in an objective test. They were told to continue driving
around the track with two hands on the steering wheel. Every now and then an operator
fired off a steering wheel torque pulse. The pulses were 1 s in duration and the amplitude
was set to−3·kg N m. The parameter kg was set in random order to 1.0, 0.85 or 0.7. These
levels roughly correspond to the steering wheel radius of the steering wheels used in
relation to the large steering wheel radius. Eq. (4.1) still applied, i.e. both the continuous
characteristics and the pulse were scaled with kg. This procedure was repeated for all
three steering wheels.
In total 858 pulses were recorded above 50 km/h, and where no obvious steering mo-
tion was observed at the start of the pulse. The relative changes in steering wheel angle
observed for the different steering wheels were then analysed. It was found that the steer-
ing wheel angle change was very similar for all three steering wheels when the equal
force approach was applied. It is therefore suggested to use the same rule of thumb as in
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Figure 4.2: Selected values of kg after subjective tuning of truck base characteristics. The vertical
axis is showing an absolute value of kg divided by the received kg value for the large
steering wheel per subject. The horizontal axis is showing the steering wheel radius,
rStW , divided by rStW of the large steering wheel. Numbers are used to denote mul-
tiple occurrence of data-points. Also included are two lines corresponding to constant
force and constant torque conservation, respectively. Picture taken from Paper I.
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the subjective section, i.e. linear scaling of total torque to accomplish maintained driver
force level when steering wheel size is changed.
Common Discussion from Subjective and Objective Part
When transferring steering functions and mapping results as the steering wheel size is
changed, the common conclusion is that the steering wheel force should be conserved
as a starting point. This will ensure that both the subjective experience and the objective
response will largely be conserved. For the objective part it is important to note that the
force that is applied to the hands of a driver not only originates from the added torque
pulse itself. All other force components, as described in chapter 2, will also have to be
accounted for when mapping steering functions.
4.2.2 Steering Ratio, Wheelbase & Understeer Gradient
Neukum et al. [98] performed a thorough evaluation of a failure in an angle overlay
steering system. They completed a study on a test track using four cars. In total 98 sub-
jects were involved. A steering failure was emulated by applying an overlaid steering
angle step of varying amplitude. This caused a yaw disturbance, but also a steering wheel
torque disturbance that was vehicle dependant. Results were used to find predictors for
subjective rating of the severity. The best predictors found were the induced lateral accel-
eration and yaw rate2, whereas steering wheel torque disturbance amplitude did not turn
out to be a good indicator. These findings are also supported by Sweatman and Joubert
[99]. They found that yaw rate gain is the primary cue used by drivers when comparing
the response between two vehicles. On the other hand Rothhämel [58] identified nine
important dimensions for subjective rating of a vehicle. It is therefore not practically pos-
sible to completely conserve a subjective rating of a function when transferred between
vehicles. However, similarly to steering wheel size, some general rules can be developed.
Starting from the findings in [98, 99] it can be assumed that conservation of lateral accel-
eration is consistent with subjective conservation. Objective and subjective conservation
are thereby equal.
Lateral acceleration gain can be calculated in the linear region with Eq. (2.3). It can be
seen that a change in overall steering ratio, is, will leave the lateral acceleration aY con-
served if δh/is is constant, i.e. leaving road wheel steer angle unaffected. When changing







where ∆δH is the required change in steering wheel angle to account for a change in
equivalent wheelbase, denoted ∆leq. As can be seen, the adaptation is speed dependent.
A change in the understeer gradient, denoted ∆Ku, can be accounted for in a similar










2Yaw rate and lateral acceleration are closely coupled for steady state cornering in the linear region.
Conservation of these two is therefore treated as exchangeable.
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From this it can be seen that a change in overall steering ratio, wheelbase or under-
steer gradient requires a change in steering wheel angle. This is to be realised using a
change in overlaid steering torque. When applying torque onto the steering wheel the
driver responds with hand force. This process, as previously described, is coupled to a
large variance. When no hands are placed on the steering wheel the required change in
steering wheel torque can be calculated from steering characteristics, see e.g. solid line
in Fig. 4.1. When a driver is part of the loop, driver admittance should also be included,
see e.g. [100].
4.2.3 Conclusion
When comparing torque overlay results or when mapping a torque overlay function it is
important to consider fundamental physical properties of the vehicle. For steering wheel
size this means that driver steering forces should be conserved. It is here important to
recall that all force components acting in the steering system should be considered.
Other physical properties of high importance are steering gear ratio, wheelbase and un-
dersteer gradient. When these are changed a conservation of lateral acceleration response
should be pursued.
4.3 Background — Vehicle Yaw Disturbance
As stated in section 1.1.4 it is often the case that a steering wheel torque disturbance
acts at the same time as a yaw disturbance. This can be exemplified by a blow out of a
truck front tyre, where both the vehicle itself and the steering system is acted upon by
abnormal forces. These effects can result in run off road, collision with oncoming vehi-
cles, rollover or jack-knife, unless the driver is able to balance the effects by steering or
braking. Another similar example is that of split friction braking. Here the vehicle typ-
ically also decelerates. In other possible applications a yaw disturbance may in contrast
be introduced with the purpose to alter the behaviour of the vehicle to gain stability or to
avoid a crash. An example would be a lane departure avoidance system wherein differ-
ential brake action is applied. Differential brake action can cause the vehicle to change
its course independent of driver steer action. It can potentially also be combined with
steering wheel torque guidance to exhort the driver in the right direction. This example
also demonstrates a combination of vehicle yaw disturbance, deceleration and steering
wheel torque disturbance. Another obvious example is that of ESC, which can apply in-
dividual brake action to gain lateral stability. Brake based ESC can be extended to also
include steering wheel torque guidance [101, 102]. This section provides an overview of
prior art, where driver behaviour has been analysed in the context of a combination of a
vehicle yaw disturbance, vehicle braking and steering wheel torque disturbance.
As described in section 4.2.2 Neukum et al. [98] performed an evaluation of the conse-
quences that a failure in an angle overlay steering system can have. Apart from identifying
lateral acceleration and yaw rate levels as good predictors for how severely a driver will
perceive the failure they furthermore also derived a limit above which a failure can be
considered as dangerous. The identified limit, expressed as a maximum lateral accelera-
tion error, was 1.25 m/s2 (speed independent) or, expressed as maximum yaw rate error,
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4 ◦/s at 50 km/h, 3 ◦/s at 100 km/h, and 2.5 ◦/s at 150 km/h. It should be noted that a
steering angle failure leads to a yaw disturbance, but not a decelerating vehicle. In an-
other test track study, commissioned by Tagesson et al. [3] and involving 12 subjects,
the combination of AEBS and split friction was evaluated in a heavy truck. Based on the
observed lateral deviation it was concluded that the combination potentially could lead
to complications and that further support might be needed. The level of steering wheel
torque disturbance was never varied. Almost the same dimensions were excited in a driv-
ing simulator study by Pettersson et al. [103], where driver response was analysed during
front tyre blow out. The induced deceleration was lower than that achieved in [3]. It was
however not zero. In the study they concluded that the effect of surprise was the largest
contributing factor to a large course deviation. This was also confirmed by Tagesson et
al. [3].
Several studies have analysed the benefit of ESC for passenger cars [25]. For trucks
the only known study is that of Markkula et al. [27]. They investigated yaw stability
under low friction conditions in a driving simulator, including 24 subjects. ESC was found
to reduce the risk of skidding and loss of control in an avoidance manoeuvre at high
speed on low friction. In a follow up study [104] the same authors investigated the data
from [27] one step further by fitting a number of models to represent driver steering
behaviour. In this light, no differences in driver steering response were found when ESC
was active or not active, respectively. The two studies mentioned [27, 104] did not analyse
the importance of the steering wheel torque.
In summary, yaw disturbances can act both as unwanted side effects of the vehicle’s
design and as wanted effects when trying to support the driver in critical situations. A yaw
disturbance is often coupled to vehicle deceleration. Moreover, a yaw disturbance is also
often coupled to an overlaid steering wheel torque. There are only a few studies that have
investigated driver behaviour in this context, apart from work relating to ESC. Moreover,
very few of these studies have targeted truck driving. Trucks differ slightly from cars
in that they to a greater extent naturally cause steering wheel torque disturbances as a
consequence of unsymmetrical brake action. This is because of the steering-axis offset
at ground, as defined in section 2.1.1, which is often high on trucks. The implications
that this has when braking on a split friction road has previously not been analysed,
including the aspect of driver behaviour. As AEBS has been introduced on trucks there
is furthermore also the possibility that split friction braking is not initiated by the driver,
but by the AEBS function. Clearly there is a risk that the driver is less prepared for this
type of disturbance, compared to that of normal split friction braking. This scenario is
in many aspects also similar to a front tyre blow out. These two use cases will therefore
be analysed in the following section. Additionally, the implications of an induced yaw
torque on a truck will also be analysed and compared to previous studies where cars have
been used.
4.4 Additional Experiments — Vehicle Yaw Disturbance
Two experiments were conducted on a test track with a group of volunteers. The main
purpose was to analyse the implications of the steering-axis offset at ground. The vehicle
used was a 9 ton solo tractor unit. In the first experiment, presented in Paper II, the
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combination of AEBS and split friction was emulated by unexpectedly applying uneven
brake action. In the second experiment, presented in Paper III, a front tyre blow out was
emulated by locking the front left wheel. In common for the two experiments was that the
vehicle was exposed to a large yaw disturbance, the vehicle was decelerating, and that the
level of steering wheel torque disturbance was varied. Furthermore the experiments also
created an opportunity to model the behaviour of the drivers with the purpose of gaining
more insight about what human mechanisms were in action. This section will present the
findings from the two experiments and provide a common discussion.
4.4.1 Automatic Braking Activated on Split Friction
In this scenario 24 drivers were exposed to several repetitions of sudden automatic split
friction braking. In the first event half of the subjects were exposed to a destabilising
steering wheel torque, arising from uneven braking forces (rk =12 cm, where rk was
introduced in section 2.1.1). For the other half of the subjects the steering torque distur-
bance was removed by the EPS system (corresponding to rk =0 cm); for more details
on how this was achieved see Paper II. Subjects were not aware of the true purpose of
the study in order to preserve the effect of surprise. Moreover, subjects were told that
the intention of the study was to record normal positioning in lane and that they should
run back and forth inside a 300 m straight lane. Cruise control was set to 50 km/h. After
running back and forth for 5 minutes, without any intervention, an operator fired off the
automatic braking. Instead of running the experiment on a real split friction area, which
would have disclosed the purpose and jeopardized safety, brakes were instead configured
to emulate split friction conditions. The induced yaw disturbance was comparable to that
of real split friction braking. After the first unexpected intervention two repeated runs
were made at the same speed. The experiment was thereafter repeated for all subjects,
after first changing the state of the EPS system (changing to rk =12 cm or rk =0 cm). In
this way data was collected for all subjects, both with a steering wheel disturbance and
without. As no other vehicle was nearby, cones were put in the adjacent lanes to create
a sense of danger. Fig. 4.3 provides an illustration of the set-up. Brakes were controlled
to target a deceleration of 3.5 m/s2, which was derived from AEBS requirements [28].
Moreover, a fixed ratio of four to one was used to distribute the brake action between
the left and right side. This ratio was selected to be representative for real split friction
conditions.
Results
All 24 trajectories relating to the very first exposure per subject, denoted as unexpected,
are shown as thin lines in Fig. 4.4a. The longitudinal and lateral displacements of the cen-
tre of gravity, xE and yE , are defined in a ground-fixed coordinate system. Red and black
lines correspond to runs without and with steering wheel torque disturbance, respectively.
Thick lines are also included that represent the average lateral deviation. Fig. 4.4b anal-
ogously shows all repeated runs at 50 km/h. The average deviation from the intended
course is more than double that of the repeated runs. This confirms the findings in Pet-
tersson et al. [103], where surprise was identified as a very important factor in a front tyre
blow out experiment. Next, the unexpected runs show no significant correlation between







Figure 4.3: A sketch of the scenario used in the AEBS experiment. Picture taken from Paper II.
lateral deviation and the presences of a steering wheel torque disturbance. This also holds
for the repeated runs where a paired t-test reveals an insignificant increase in maximum
lateral deviation of 2.4±7.7 cm (95% confidence interval) when having a steering wheel
disturbance. This is clearly a small factor when considering that some subjects deviate by
more than 0.5 m.
The corresponding time series of all runs are shown in Fig. 4.5. Looking at the speed
curves it can be seen that in a few runs subjects deactivated the intervention by either
pressing the accelerator pedal or the brake pedal. These runs have been removed in the
statistical analysis. The steering wheel angle reveals that some drivers responded with
smooth and steady movements, whereas others oscillated widely. Moreover, the under-
lying reason for the lowered lateral deviation in the repeated runs has been identified to
occur due to shorter reaction times. This can also be seen in the steering wheel angle plots
when comparing how fast subjects initiate their steering movement.
The positive steering-axis offset at ground, which acts destabilizing, see Eq. (2.8), can
be observed in the steering wheel torque plots in Fig. 4.5; by comparing the red and the
black lines. Around 2.5 N m of the disturbance reached the driver. As seen in the last
subfigure, yaw rate is in general shaped as a one period sine wave. The corresponding
frequency, 0.5 Hz, happens to match the resonance frequency of several truck combina-
tion types [21]. This means that the lateral deviation of trailer units would be even higher
than the results observed here, given that the response of the driver would remain.
In order to understand the underlying mechanisms of the observed results further, a
driver-vehicle model was developed. The model was closely based on earlier work pre-
sented by Cole [105] and Cole et al. [106]. The model supports the experimental results
in that a destabilising steering wheel torque only has a small effect on the movement
of the steering wheel, as well as on the motion of the vehicle. The underlying reason is
that the disturbance ramps up slowly compared to the cognitive delay amongst subjects;
the magnitude is also low and the disturbance is initially suppressed by passive driver
properties, such as the inertia of arms.

































Figure 4.4: Measured trajectories of the truck’s centre of gravity, at initial speed 50 km/h. Red
and black thin lines correspond to individual runs without and with steering wheel
disturbance, respectively. Red and black thick lines are the corresponding averages of
valid runs without and with disturbance, respectively. The curves have been rotated
and moved so that the event starts at position (0.0) m running at zero heading. Picture
taken from Paper II.
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Figure 4.5: Measured time series at initial speed 50 km/h. Red lines correspond to individual
runs without steering wheel disturbance. Black thin lines correspond to individual
runs with steering wheel disturbance active. StW means steering wheel. Picture taken
from Paper II.
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4.4.2 Tyre Blow-out & Steering Wheel Forces
The positive steering-axis offset at ground, which acts destabilizing, is as stated also of
importance as a front tyre blow out occurs. A deflated tyre has a smaller radius than
a normal tyre. The resulting steering-axis offset at ground will then increase and likely
underpin a torque on the steering system, see Eq. (2.8), [107]. In [103] a truck simulator
study was run where it was concluded that the effect of surprise is the main factor to
consider, in order to be able to get as high lateral deviation as observed in real accidents.
This was not targeted in this experiment. Instead the role of steering-axis offset at ground
was analysed.
Drivers taking part were not aware of the intention of the study, but had earlier been
exposed to the automatic braking scenario. After this several repetitions of emulated tyre
blow out were carried out. Cones were again used and put in adjacent lanes to create a
sense of danger and a reason to maintain the intended lane. In total 20 subjects completed
the experiment.
The steering wheel disturbance was altered in the same way as described in sec-
tion 4.4.1; except for that the difference in brake force was higher, which led to a higher
disturbance (around 3 N m). Each driver was exposed to three blow outs, both with and
without the steering torque disturbance being present. The front left brake was applied
at 350 kPa. This level was selected immediately before the tyre started locking. The pro-
duced tyre force was thereby nearly maximised, but discontinuities relating to ABS con-
trol were eliminated. The relatively high level was selected to produce worst case blow
out forces, which is still not far above what has been observed during real blow outs, see
e.g. [108].
Results
All results from the tyre blow out runs are shown in Fig. 4.6. The left figure, Fig. 4.6a,
contains all trajectories. The produced average lateral deviation from the original direc-
tion was 23 cm when a steering wheel disturbance was present. This can be compared to
16 cm on average when no disturbance was present. There is however large variance in
data, so a direct comparison will not prove a significant difference. Instead the relative
improvement per subject was tested with a paired t-test. This showed that the average re-
duction of lateral deviation due to removing the disturbance was lowered by 6.4±4.4 cm,
using a 95% confidence interval. This has been calculated after 24 m of longitudinal dis-
placement, where the maximum deviation occurred on average.
Fig. 4.6b contains the corresponding time series. The speed profiles are, as expected,
similar for all runs apart for some where the driver has pressed the brake pedal gently. The
following subfigure shows the steering wheel angle used. Here early overshoots indicate
that some drivers have been affected by the applied destabilising steering wheel torque.
Again a paired t-test was run, showing a significant difference in the same interval be-
tween 0.3 s and 0.5 s. The steering wheel torque curves, in Fig. 4.6b, show an apparent
difference between the two settings used. From the last subfigure it can be seen that the
yaw rate response again roughly shows a one period sine wave. The corresponding fre-
quency, 0.7 Hz, also happens to match the resonance frequency of several combination
vehicle types [21].


































































Figure 4.6: Tyre blow out runs represented by the position of the truck’s centre of gravity and
other times series. Red and black thin lines correspond to individual runs without
and with steering wheel disturbance, respectively. Red and black thick lines are the
corresponding averages of valid runs without and with disturbance, respectively. The
curves have been rotated and moved so that the event starts at position (0.0) m running
at zero heading.
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4.4.3 Discussion - AEBS & Tyre Blow Out Experiments
As already stressed by Tagesson et al. [3], the lateral deviation observed during the au-
tomatic braking study was a lot higher in the initial runs, when drivers were completely
unaware of what was going to happen, compared to that of the repeated runs. This is
all due to shorter reaction times. In the simulation model set up this was represented by
shortening the cognitive time delay from 0.2 s to 0.1 s. Also the weight on lateral path
error was increased by a factor of 10. This indicates that in the experiment it is possi-
ble that the drivers were able to learn the steering control action necessary and respond
in an open-loop manner (not guided by visual or vestibular stimuli), rather than closed-
loop (guided by visual or vestibular stimuli). The reaction times observed in the blow
out experiments were about the same as in the repeated section of the AEBS experiment.
Hence, there is a risk that the same behaviour also occurred here. This might furthermore
also have led to co-contraction of muscles and thus a somewhat lower compliance to the
steering wheel torque disturbance. However when looking at individual runs from the
AEBS section with unaware drivers there is only one subject who seems to move with the
disturbance a lot more than all others (Fig. 4.5a black line that reaches a steering wheel
angle of 20◦ at 0.5 s.) Even such large movements will not have a dominating effect on
the motion of the vehicle; more precisely about 20 cm of extra lateral deviation. If first
combining the observation that the disturbance acting in both experiments ramped up
slowly (around 5 respectively 6 N m/s) and the findings of Switkes et al. [82], suggest-
ing that slow ramps are never experienced as critical, then it can be concluded that the
steering offset at ground has limited effects on the motion of the vehicle when driven by
an alert driver in these two scenarios. This has also been shown in the blow out trials
(difference in deviation 6.4±4.4 cm) and the repeated AEBS trials (difference in devia-
tion 2.4±7.7 cm). This is of course not valid in the case of a very loose grip or when no
hands are on the steering wheel; where instead a substantial destabilising steering wheel
angle can be expected. Here disturbance suppression as e.g. provided by the system Volvo
Dynamic Steering [49] would prove useful.
The lateral deviation observed in the initial AEBS runs, which must have been domi-
nated by the induced yaw moment, was in some runs higher than the typical lane clearance
of trucks. Both a front tyre blow out and an unfortunate combination of AEBS and split
friction could thus lead to an accident. The criticality will be even higher when trailers are
connected, as the motion can amplify further back in the combination. If a truck deviates
unintentionally from its intended lane it is apparent that an accident can be imminent. In
both experiments the induced yaw rate was consistently on the border of, or even above,
the limit suggested by Neukum et al. [98]; recommended as a safety limit for steering
system failures. Hence, there are reasons to believe that the limits here are also well in
line with disturbance criticality.
4.5 Implications of Aggregated Outcomes
A review of prior art has clarified that when considering steering wheel torque as a means
of changing driver behaviour the time scale on which it should operate is critical. If the
driver is required to comply on a short time scale (compared to typical cognitive delays
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∼0.2 s) then other alternatives should be sought3. If the time scale is longer, then overlaid
steering wheel torque might prove effective. However, in any case the added torque must
be in line with the cognitive objectives. In this chapter it has also been shown that there
are ways to translate the findings of driver behaviour from cars to trucks. These will
however always be rough, meaning that some final fine tuning of e.g. steering functions
will be necessary when changing vehicle. Yet it is believed that the overall conclusions
about how drivers respond to steering wheel torque are valid.
It has also been exemplified many times throughout this chapter that a yaw torque
disturbance can cause substantial lateral deviation. When assisting the driver this is of
particular interest on a short time scale; when considering the problems that exist when
using steering wheel torque to achieve lateral movement. In contrast, when inducing a
yaw torque that is not supporting the driver, but is rather serve as a direct threat, it must
be ensured that the level is in line with what a driver can handle. The limits that have been
derived by Neukum et al. [98], to define yaw torque criticality for alert drivers, have been
verified as reasonable also for differential braking of trucks. These limits can hence serve
as a good baseline when e.g. securing an AEBS design for split friction conditions.
Finally, based on prior art it has further been found that drivers do not seem to change
their way of operating the vehicle when introducing ESC. They still steer the truck based
on the same stimuli. A likely reason is that ESC typically only activates on rare occasions.
This means that ESC should be developed with respect to how the driver acts, as there is
no sign of the opposite, meaning that the driver will adapt to how the ESC system works.
3Benderius [77] stresses the risk that human drivers might become less precise in their actions when
being subject to a high magnitude torque disturbance. This risk has not been satisfactorily researched. If
proven false then it would be possible to safely affect drivers also on a short time scale.
Chapter 5
Design of Driver-centred Motion Control
This chapter describes the overall structure of the driver-centred motion control method
that has been developed for truck motion control. The design has been formed from: i)
the observations that have been made in the previous chapter about how truck drivers
behave, and ii) heavy vehicle dynamics. The content is based on Paper IV1 and Paper V2.
5.1 Summarising Requirements
The purpose of the motion controller is to coordinate available motion actuators in order
to fulfil longitudinal acceleration and directional control requests that have been set by
either the driver or by higher functions. It is further assumed that the steering actuator on
the front axle is a torque overlay actuator, which makes the driver part of the controlled
vehicle loop. This means that the sought controller must be designed based on dynamical
models of both vehicle and driver. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for a truck towing a centre
axle trailer. It is also the case that the driver can be affected by the set EPS torque. If the
driver complies it will make the driver turn into a motion actuator controller. Yet, it is
clear from chapter 4 that a driver cannot be treated as a simple servo system. The driver
is a complex system that both provides inputs to the motion controller and under specific
circumstances can be affected by the motion controller. Fig. 5.1 furthermore shows how
a layered structure could be established with higher layer logical components acting on
a slightly longer time horizon at the top and with lower layers acting on a shorter time
horizon. The background of a layered structure was described in section 1.2. The focus
here will be the layer that is denoted Vehicle Motion Control. It is however important to
include parts of the other layers when evaluating the design.
As stressed earlier in the thesis, there are also other aspects that should be handled by
the motion controller. The most important ones are repeated here in bullet form:
• It should be possible to adapt the method to any unique truck configuration.
• Braking, propelling and steering forces should be balanced in a way that ensures
minimum deviation from both longitudinal acceleration and directional control de-
1In this chapter the term motion control includes both the part that is denoted as vehicle motion control
and the part that is denoted as control allocation in Paper IV.
2Note that variables may be differently defined in this chapter than in the appended papers
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mands. Propulsion will however not be considered here. This is outside the scope
of the thesis, see section 1.2. Yet, there should not exist obvious limitations of how
the solution can be extended to support also propulsion features and powertrain
components.
• Vehicle stability should be maintained. This includes: i) yaw stability, ii) roll sta-
bility, and iii) articulation angle stability (making sure that the vehicle does not
fold).
• Interaction with the driver, especially when considering stability control, should be
improved compared to state-of-the-market implementations.
• When applying superimposed steering wheel torque it is important to consider what
cognitive objectives the driver might have and at what rate the torque is allowed to
vary.
• Yaw torque that acts as an unwanted disturbance must be limited to a level that the
driver can handle. An example is when braking on split friction.
• The controller should be designed to support both normal driving and driving near
the vehicle’s handling limits.
In addition it is also important to consider relevant response times that are critical when
trying to combine the strength in human flexibility with supporting motion actuators. An
overview of response times that are typical are shown in Fig. 5.2. In general it is seen
that actuators are faster than a driver. The dynamics of the vehicle are in some regards
even slower. When considering that milliseconds are of crucial importance in a critical
situation it can be concluded that actions must be taken in the right order.
5.2 Motion Control Architecture
Fig. 5.3 displays the main architecture of the driver-centred motion control method that
has been developed. The intention has been to make it possible to fulfil all requirements
that have been listed in the previous section. Moreover, the overall structure is layered
which was discussed in an earlier section 1.2. The main benefit that this provides is, as
described by Magnusson et al. [109], that it makes it possible to change a limited set of
software components in order to adapt to unique truck configurations. This section will
explain the quantities of Fig. 5.3 and also the intended operation of each layer, starting
from the top.
The layer Higher Layer Functions serves as a lumped collection of all functions that
control the vehicle on a higher abstraction level. An example would be an adaptive cruise
control function or AEBS. In common for all functions that typically can operate on
this level is that they all result in a scalar request of either longitudinal or lateral vehicle
motion. This is represented in Fig. 5.3 with ∆aX,req and ∆ωZ,req that are denoting in order
a change in longitudinal acceleration and a change in vehicle yaw rate, both referring to
the leading unit in the truck combination.
The layer Vehicle Motion Control contains first of all a Driver Interpreter that con-
verts driver inputs to a desired longitudinal acceleration, aX,req, and a desired yaw rate








































































































































































































Vehicle Motion Control 

























Figure 5.1: The driver is acting in parallel with the motion controller. At the same time the steer-
ing wheel torque can be set by the motion controller to guide the driver. Arrows
indicate direction of relations.

















































































































































































































































Figure 5.2: An overview of various response times that should be considered when performing
motion control.
of the leading unit, ωZ,req. The driver interpreter furthermore calculates three additional
quantities. The pair vmin and vmax are vectors and represent lower and upper limits on
the longitudinal force and yaw moment; the exact dimensions of vmin and vmax will be
explained in more detail later in this section. The pair becomes important when there is
a conflict between the two requests aX,req and ωZ,req. An example of the use of vmin and
vmax is when the driver is braking on a straight split friction road. This produces a con-
flict between deceleration and the desired zero yaw motion. Without the involvement of
vmin and vmax it would only be possible to fulfil one of aX,req and ωZ,req as they are in
direct conflict. When introducing vmin and vmax in the example it is possible to prescribe
how much yaw disturbance is allowed and, under these conditions, maximise decelera-
tion. This means that vmin and vmax should contain estimates of how much disturbance
a driver can handle. The Driver Interpreter also produces an estimate of how fast a ref-
erence steering wheel angle, used for overlaid steering wheel torque control, is allowed
to change δ˙H,max. This makes it possible to prescribe the time scale on which the driver
is expected to comply with the steering wheel torque guidance, and thus avoid excessive
reliance of fast driver response.
The block High-level Motion Control arbitrates the inputs aX,req, ∆aX,req, ωZ,req, and
∆ωZ,req and produces a desired longitudinal force, FX,req, and a desired overlaid yaw
torque, MZ,req, both acting on the leading unit in the combination. These two together
form what is known as the virtual control vector v = [FX,req,MZ,req]ᵀ. The block will
consequently be responsible for yaw stability. It should also care for roll stability control
and articulation angle stability. Articulation angle instability, i.e. jack-knife or swing-out,
could occur if neglecting the yaw motion of trailers.
The dashed block Motion Estimation is included in Fig. 5.3 to highlight the need for
information about the state of the truck and trailer. This includes body side slip of all
units, tyre forces, yaw rate, longitudinal velocity and more. In a production-like imple-
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mentation the importance of this block becomes apparent when considering e.g. banked
roads, undulating roads and the need for sensor redundancy. As the number of quantities
that are produced by this block is high the corresponding signals have been omitted. In-
stead these quantities will follow implicitly throughout this chapter when other blocks are
described.
The block Steering & Braking Coordination is responsible for synchronisation of all
the individual motion actuators in order to fulfil virtual control requests. This includes
the EPS unit, individual brake actuators on all wheels of the truck unit, and trailer brake
action. This list of actuators is selected based on the limitations that were presented in
section 1.3. Each actuator is expected to include a local servo controller, located in the
Actuator Control layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 by six blocks. For instance there is an
EPS Controller block that takes a reference angle, δH,req, around which overlaid steering
wheel torque is produced, as input and controls the EPS unit to fulfil this reference. The
capability of the EPS unit is reported back to the Steering & Braking Coordination block
with the vector signal δH,c. This includes upper and lower limits for how much steering
wheel angle the unit can produce. It should be noted that these limits are independent of
road friction limits, which instead will be handled in a later step, as more than one actuator
might be acting on a unique tyre. All other servo controllers on the lowest level in Fig. 5.3
operate analogously. The signal Tb,req,i (where the index i= {1, 2, 3, 4, ..., N − 1, N} is
denoting, in order, front left, front right, first rear left, first rear right, ..., last rear left,
last rear right) is an individual wheel brake torque request; one for each of the N wheels
of the truck unit. The corresponding capability vector is denoted Tb,c,i, also here inde-
pendent from road friction limits. As the interface to control the brakes of a trailer most
often is simple, meaning that it only accepts a scalar brake request, this is also reflected
in the set-up by having a scalar trailer brake force request signal Ftrailer,req. The signal
represents the planar force that is acting in the connection between the truck and the first
trailer (positive when truck is pulled backwards). The corresponding capability is denoted
Ftrailer,c, also here independent from road friction limits. It should however be noted that
the block Brake Controller Trailer can be composed of several subcomponents, whereof
some are physically located on the truck unit and some on a trailer unit, which naturally
would be required as the ultimate control variable is the force that is acting between the
two units.
The Brake Controller blocks and the Brake Controller Trailer block are all assumed
to contain information about brake temperature, brake wear, brake gain factor, and wheel
speeds; all necessary when performing brake servo control (see section 3.2). All these
blocks are furthermore also assumed to include ABS, which becomes relevant when road
properties change faster than the Steering & Braking Coordination block can handle.
Apart from all limitations coming from individual motion actuators, two additional
major limitations must also be handled when synchronising actuators in the Steering &
Braking Coordination block. The first one is formed by the previously mentioned pair
vmin and vmax. These vectors have the same dimension as the virtual control vector
v, more specifically, vmin = [FX,min,MZ,min]ᵀ and vmax = [FX,max,MZ,max]ᵀ, where
FX,max and FX,min represent upper and lower constrains of induced vehicle longitudinal
force, whereas MZ,max and MZ,min represent upper and lower constrains of induced ve-
hicle yaw torque. A normal procedure is to set FX,max = −FX,min = ∞ when brak-
ing performance is prioritised over yaw torque tracking, and in the opposite way set
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MZ,max = −MZ,min = ∞ when yaw torque tracking is prioritised over braking per-
formance. The other major constraint that should be part of the Steering & Braking Co-
ordination block is that of friction. Several motion actuators might be acting on the same
tyre. An example is EPS and the two brake modules that are connected to the front wheels.
It is therefore not possible to locate friction limitations in the motion actuator servo layer
as coordination is needed.
The ultimate goal of the Steering & Braking Coordination is to compute an optimal
actuator vector defined as
ut = [δH,req, Tb,req,1, Tb,req,2, ..., Tb,req,N , Ftrailer,req]
ᵀ (5.1)
Once ut has been found it is also possible to compute the residual r. The residual is the
difference between the requested virtual control vector and the control action achieved
by the Steering & Braking Coordination block. The residual then becomes a measure of
the infeasibility in the virtual control request. It can therefore be used in the High-level
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Figure 5.3: Main architecture for driver-centred motion control. Double lines are used for vector
signals. Single lines are used for scalar signals. Dashed boxes indicate that only basic
content has been implemented.
Now when all parts of Fig. 5.3 have been explained it is time to verify the devel-
oped architecture with respect to all requirements that were listed in section 5.1. To start
with, as the structure is layered it is possible to change e.g. the set of actuators without
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fundamentally changing higher layers. This will simplify future powertrain integration.
Moreover the structure makes it possible to balance braking and steering, as the Steering
& Braking Coordination block is responsible for synchronisation of both actuator coor-
dination and driver guidance. Moreover, vehicle yaw, roll, and articulation stability are
also handled3. Next, interaction with the driver is very much dependant on how the block
Driver Interpreter is designed. This aspect will therefore be discussed in the next section,
where the design is presented more in detail. This also relates to the importance that the
system complies with the cognitive objectives of the driver. If the Driver Interpreter does
not represent the true desire of the driver this means that all actuators can oppose the
driver, including the overlaid steering wheel torque. In the worst case this can lead to
uncontrollable oscillations. In aviation this is known as pilot-induced oscillations, which
have been under extensive investigation because of a series of crashes [110]. One of the
more well-known crashes was that of a SAAB J39 fighter aircraft in 1993, which took
place during a flight show at a festival in Stockholm. Tens of thousands of spectators
were present. Fortunately, no one was killed [111, 112].
In section 5.1 the importance of slowly varying steering wheel torque guidance is
stressed. This is handled in the design with the limitation δ˙H,max. The same applies for
unwanted yaw disturbances, handled by vmin and vmax. Another aspect that should be
reflected upon is the fact that a driver cannot be treated as a servo system, meaning that
it cannot be assumed that the driver will comply with the steering wheel torque guidance
that is provided. This means that in reality braking and steering actuation might deviate
from that calculated in the Steering & Braking Coordination block. One example could
be when the front axle of the truck is saturated in a turn (understeer) and the driver contin-
uous to increase the steering wheel angle. Here the only feasible option would be to limit
brake actuation on the front axle in accordance and to apply a steering wheel torque to try
to guide the driver to less steering action [113]. This is also the intended behaviour of the
motion control design. Finally, with respect to the question of response times it should be
stressed that it is possible to handle also this in the design shown in Fig. 5.3 by making
sure that the Steering & Braking Coordination block fulfils all constraints. However, re-
sponse times of the actuators involved (brake and steering actuators) have been neglected
as these respond a lot faster than both the driver and the truck combination itself4, see
Fig. 5.2.
5.3 Motion Control Components
This section will describe in more detail the underlying methods developed for the Vehicle
Motion Control layer, shown in Fig. 5.3. The layer contains three components, meaning
blocks. First of all the principles of the developed Driver Interpreter block are described.
This is followed by a description of the High-level Motion Control block. Finally the
Steering & Braking Coordination block will be discussed. The content of the Higher
3When multiple trailers are connected the stability of each trailer, e.g. with respect to excessive lateral
slip, should be taken care of by the block Brake Controller Trailer. In practise this means that there might
be several software components that together form this block, one for each trailer.
4A model predictive control implementation was performed in a similar set up by Sinigaglia et al.
[1] where the dynamics of the actuators were considered in coordination. The benefit compared to an
implementation with neglected dynamics however turned out to be small.
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Layer Function layer will not be described further as this is out of scope for this thesis.
This also applies to the Actuator Control layer seen in Fig. 5.3, where actuator servo
control is performed.
5.3.1 Driver Interpreter
The Driver Interpreter block has five outputs. These will now be descried, one by one,
starting with the acceleration request aX,req. This quantity can be calculated using a map
that translates the position of the brake pedal to an acceleration request aX,req (when con-
sidering also propulsion, the same holds for the accelerator pedal). The desired properties
of such a map have been extensively documented at least for cars, see for example [114,
115]. As the brake pedal in a modern truck can be considered to operate by-wire this
means that the map can be implemented using only software. This has made it easy for
individual truck OEMs to tailor a profile known as brake feel. As manual braking is not
considered in the tested applications, later presented in section 6, this map will not be
developed further. Instead aX,req is assumed to be zero.
Historically the yaw rate request ωZ,req, alternatively denoted yaw rate reference, has
been calculated by running the steering wheel angle through an ideal vehicle model with
a desired level of understeer. This will most often form a first order lag [116]. However, as
stressed by Markkula et al. [117] the steering wheel angle signal is often a poor measure
of the cognitive desires of a driver. This can be realised when considering a solo truck that
has lost the rear axle grip in a long curve, i.e. the truck oversteers. When this happens the
driver will steer heavily in the opposite direction until the yaw rate of the truck has come
to zero [104]. At this point in time the steering wheel will be directed in the opposite
direction to the curve and the truck will be directed as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The ultimate
desire of the driver must roughly be to follow the profile of the road, i.e. ωZ ≈ vxκR
where ωZ is the yaw rate of the truck and κR is the instantaneous road curvature. It is pos-
sible that the body side slip of the truck is reduced slowly while approaching this value,
meaning that ωZ ≈ vxκR still is a good approximate measure of what the driver desires.
This is not possible to capture using the steering wheel angle signal, which will indicate
that the driver’s desire is to produce heavy yaw rate to the right, until the point where the
driver redirects the steering wheel. Moreover, Markkula et al. [104] found that even expe-
rienced truck drivers will have a typical delay of about 0.25 s from when the yaw rate be-
comes equal to that required to follow the road until they redirect the steering wheel. This
means that a reference that is purely based on the steering wheel angle signal will also
be delayed. The alternative approach taken here is therefore different, with the purpose
of better capturing the true desire of the driver. The details of the Driver Interpreter block
used will not be described in more detail for confidential reasons. Nonetheless, measured
values of ωZ,req produced within an application will however be shown in chapter 6. The
benefits that can be achieved with this new approach will also be discussed.
The limit δ˙H,max can be set as either a fixed parameter or may be dependent on the
exact driving scenario. As discussed in section 4.4.3 a fixed value of around 6 N m/s
would serve as an upper level of how fast that torque should be applied. This can be con-
verted to a corresponding angular steering wheel angular rate when the EPS Controller
block operation is known. In other words, the control principle that is used in the EPS
Controller block provides a relation between the steering wheel angular rate and steering
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Figure 5.4: The truck has lost its rear axle grip and the driver is steering according to the indica-
tions in the yellow and red circles.
wheel torque. Moreover, higher values than 6 N m/s as a limit in steering wheel torque
would only lead to excitation of spinal reflexes, and consequently poor compliance, see
section 4.1.2. In situations where it is obvious that the cognitive objective of the driver
is different from that of Higher Layer Functions it is also possible to vary the value of
δ˙H,max. As an example, when the driver is distracted by a secondary task several studies
have shown that the compliance of a driver with respect to steering wheel torque guid-
ance is low, again see section 4.1.2. Hence, when a Higher Layer Function requests a
directional movement to avoid an obstacle δ˙H,max should be set low (even zero). This will
force the Steering & Braking Coordination block to use differential brakes rather than
steering torque guidance. As soon as the driver is assumed to regain attention δ˙H,max can
be ramped up. This will automatically increase the level of torque guidance applied and
slightly reduce the amount of applied differential braking.
The two vectors vmin and vmax can as previously described be used to limit both longi-
tudinal force and yaw torque disturbances. However the most obvious application would
be to limit a potential yaw torque disturbance. This will therefore be subsequently as-
sumed, meaning that FX,max = −FX,min = ∞ and that MZ,max and MZ,min should be
selected with some consideration. When considering how much yaw disturbance a driver
can handle it is easier to estimate a steering wheel angle than a yaw torque. However, it is
possible to deduce an approximate relation between the vehicle yaw torque, MZ , and the
steering wheel angle, δh, according to Mz = Kasδh, where Kas is a vehicle-dependant
parameter (see Paper IV for more details). If assuming that the driver is capable of ap-
plying a steering wheel angle of at most ±δas to counteract a disturbance it means that
vmax = −vmin = [∞ , Kasδas]ᵀ. It is also possible here to alter the value of δas depend-
ing on the state of the driver. For instance, if the driver is assumed to be distracted the
value should be set low. On split friction this will impose a longer stopping distance. If
the driver is assumed to be attentive, which e.g. can be assumed when the driver triggers
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braking manually, the value can be set high. This will allow a higher yaw disturbance and
will consequently also enable a shorter stopping distance on split friction.
5.3.2 High-level Motion Control
This block takes the inputs aX,req, ∆aX,req, ωZ,req, and ∆ωZ,req to produce a desired
longitudinal force, FX,req, and a desired overlaid yaw torque, MZ,req. It is possible here
to use a range of control methods. Yet, as seen from experiments, even a low level of
complexity is enough to get good performance in terms of reference tracking.
In the implementations used the considered longitudinal acceleration reference has
been formed as the sum of aX,req and ∆aX,req. Analogously, a yaw rate reference has
been formed as the sum of ωZ,req and ∆ωZ,req. The longitudinal acceleration controller
has been set up as a simple open-loop controller, operating without acceleration feedback,
according to
FX,req = m(aX,req + ∆aX,req) (5.2)
where m is the total mass of the vehicle combination. An alternative to this controller is
presented in Paper II; where a closed-loop controller has been verified in a truck.
The yaw rate controller is set up as a PI controller with anti-windup, resulting in a
desired overlaid yaw torque according to




where eω = ωZ,req + ∆ωZ,req − ωZ is the control error, KP is the proportional gain, KI
is the integral gain, t is current time, Γ is the anti-windup clamping function, and ξ is the
integration time variable.
There are several approaches that can be taken in order to avoid the risk of roll over.
The approach taken here is to limit the input quantity ωZ,req+∆ωZ,req to a level dependant
on centre of gravity height and possibly friction level. This approach is a straightforward
simple approach, which is easy to implement. The drawback is that it relies on an accurate
model of how the said limit should be set. Another alternative approach is to introduce
a feedback mechanism that can detect e.g. wheel lift, and thereafter change the value of
MZ,req directly. It can be argued that the risk of roll over connects to lateral acceleration
rather than yaw motion. It is however possible to extend the virtual control vector v with
another variable that represents a desired overlaid lateral force for this purpose, see [118].
5.3.3 Steering & Braking Coordination
Control allocation is commonly used for over-actuated systems, meaning that there are
more actuators than controlled motions [119]. Here the vehicle is over-actuated since
multiple wheel brakes are combined with a steering actuator, while only two motions are
being controlled. Consequently multiple solutions might exist. With control allocation a
solution is made unique by introducing a secondary objective; for instance the minimiza-
tion of the l2-norm of the actuator vector u as applied here. For more information about
the different norms available see [120, 121]. By further using weighting matrices and rel-
evant actuator constraints it is possible to control the characteristics of the solution, for
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more details see Paper IV. The main difference in the implementation used here to pre-
vious implementations is the introduction of quadratic constraints in order to represent
friction ellipses, while the problem is solved in real-time, and the introduction of vmax
and vmin constraints. The usage of quadratic friction constraints enables a slightly higher
resulting yaw torque compared to what is possible when using a linear approximation, as
exemplified in [118].
The previously introduced vector ut (defined in Eq. (5.1)) is expressed in actuator
format, meaning that it represents the inputs that can be requested from actuators. In
order to be able to get friction constrains represented on a quadratic form a new alternative
actuator vector u must first be introduced. This is defined as
u = [FY TF , FXT1, FXT2, ..., FXTN , Ftrailer,req]
ᵀ (5.4)
where FY TF denotes the sum of lateral tyre forces acting on the front axle wheels and
FXTi denotes the longitudinal tyre force of wheel i. It is now possible to formulate a
weighted quadratic allocation problem that includes all constraints needed according to
u∗ =arg min
u
(‖Wu(u− ud)‖22 + γ‖Wv(Bu− v˜)‖22) (5.5)




uᵀHu+ d ≤ 0
and vmin ≤ Bu ≤ vmax
where u∗ denotes the optimal value of the actuator vector u. Furthermore, Wu is a diag-
onal weighting matrix that can be used to prioritise the use of certain actuators, ud is a
desired set-point for u, γ is a scalar weight usually set high to emphasise the importance
of the term ‖(Bu − v˜)‖22. Moreover, B is known as the effectiveness matrix. It maps the
actuator vector u to a resulting force and torque format (the same format as defined for
v). The vector v˜ will be explained later, but can initially be considered equal to v. The
diagonal weighting matrix Wv is used to emphasize what element in v˜ is of highest im-
portance5. The upper and lower limits umax and umin should be set in order to include
the limits that are defined by δ˙H,max and the capability signals δH,c, Tb,c,i, and Ftrailer,c.
They should also include friction constraints for all wheels apart from the front wheels.
The friction constraint on the front axle is instead represented by the matrix H and the
scalar d. The reason why a quadratic form is only needed on the front axle is that this is
the only place where both lateral (FY TF ) and longitudinal forces (FXT1 and FXT2) are to
be allocated.
In more detail, the limits umax and umin are expressed in terms of force limits, anal-
ogous to how u is defined in Eq. (5.4). By assuming small wheel steering angles it is
possible to state that brake actuator limits should be handled by the longitudinal force
constraints and EPS constraints should be handled by lateral force constraints. Expressed
in other words, element i+1 of umax and umin should reflect Tb,c,i. Also the last elements
of umax and umin can be directly taken from Ftrailer,c. However the first elements of umax
5In the case of split friction braking the first element, FX,req , should be prioritized as described in
section 5.3.1, together with suggested values of MZ,max and MZ,min. When the truck exhibits substantial
directional instability it is more favourable to instead prioritize the second element, MZ,req .
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and umin, which are expressed as the upper and lower lateral force, should reflect the
two quantities δ˙H,max and δH,c. Clearly, these are not expressed in the same dimension as
lateral force. Yet, a linear tyre model can serve as a link between the two. This procedure
will be described more in detail later for the conversion of FY TF to δH,req.
Lateral forces can act on all wheels, even in the absence actuator involvement. These
need to be considered when formulating the friction constraints. On the rear axles and on
the trailer this is straightforward. Here the corresponding friction limits are implemented
using umin. An illustration of the friction constrains is shown in Fig. 5.5, where the vehi-
cle front axle has saturated. The lateral force that is acting on a wheel due to lateral slip,
when assuming δH , is marked with a green circle. Red circles represent elements in u∗.
On the front axle the lateral sum of the two red circles form the optimal value of FY TF .
Red arrows represent force vectors that will arise as a consequence of the allocation step.
As seen when a lateral force is acting on a rear tyre this affects the corresponding friction
limitation that should be set in umin. On the front axle the lateral force caused by lateral
slip requires some special attention, as both lateral and longitudinal forces are to be al-
located. To start with a desired set-point is set as ud = [FY TF0, 0, ..., 0]ᵀ, where FY TF0
represents the lateral tyre force6 that is acting on the front axle due to lateral slip when
assuming that δH = 0. In Fig. 5.5 FY TF0 is equal to the sum of the two green circles on
the front axle. With this setting of ud the allocated lateral force FY TF becomes symmetric
in the vicinity of FY TF0. Also, the request to the allocator needs to be modified according
to






where a is the longitudinal distance from centre of gravity to the front axle. The effect
that this has on the optimal solution of Eq. (5.5) will be removed in a later step.
Given the definition of u in Eq. (5.4) and v˜ in Eq. (5.6) the effectiveness matrix be-
comes
B =











where e is the distance from the centre of gravity of the truck unit to the coupling point
(positive backwards), and ∆Ψn is the yaw articulation angle between the truck and the
first trailer unit. For more details on how to set Wu, Wv, γ, H and d in Eq. (5.5) see
Paper IV and Paper V.
Once problem Eq. (5.5) has been solved and the optimal solution u∗ has been found,
a conversion is needed in order to get ut. As for umax and umin this is straightforward
for all elements except for the first one. If assuming small steering angles and neglecting
transient wheel rotational acceleration, then Tb,i,req ≈ −FXTirstat (see section 3.2). For
6The force FY TF0 is an important quantity that will affect the solution of the allocation problem very
much. It must furthermore be estimated. In the performed real truck experiment this was done by using side
slip estimates from a GNSS unit. This information was combined with a linear tyre model to arrive at an
estimate. The estimation method should however be paid extra attention in a production like solution where
robustness is required.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of how friction constraints are treated in the allocation step. Here the front
axle of the truck is saturated prior to allocation and the allocated forces represent the
highest possible yaw torque that can be created to turn the vehicle to the left.
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lateral force conversion to steering wheel torque a linear tyre model can also be utilised
here according to





is the cornering stiffness of the front axle. In Eq. (5.6) FY TF0 was intro-
duced to handle friction limitations. Here this is subtracted from FY TF , which removes
the overall effect that it has on the overall yawing torque. The angle δH,req can there-
after be converted into an overlaid steering wheel torque in the EPS Controller. This step
should be worked out in compliance with the exact torque characteristic that is acting
before applying superimposed torque, as exemplified in Fig. 4.1 in chapter 4, e.g. with
respect to magnitude.
The allocation problem presented in Eq. (5.5), along with the remaining blocks in the
Vehicle Motion Control layer have been successfully solved in real-time using the tool
Forces Pro [122] on a rapid prototyping dSpace Autobox II. Sample rate has been tested
up to 1100 Hz. Motion control systems, such as ESC or LKA, normally run at 100 Hz [5,
88]. The real-time execution of the developed set-up is therefore considered viable also
on a standard production ECU having a clock frequency of about one tenth of that of the
dSpace Autobox II [123, 124]. One further practical aspect of the problem presented in
Eq. (5.5) is functional safety. Most automotive companies work according to the func-
tional safety standard ISO 26262 [125], or plan doing so in a near future. Lost brake
action, due to software or hardware failures, would in this standard classify as ASIL D,
which is the highest level of defined hazard. This imposes very high requirements on
both the solver and on all inputs going into the solver. One such example is friction es-
timates that serve as input. If friction is estimated as low compared to the actual value
this would results in insufficient brake action. However, a possible simplification is to
introduce an independent backup controller that can be activated when detecting e.g. lon-
gitudinal wheel slips that largely deviate from that expected. One example of a backup
controller would be a map from longitudinal force and yaw torque requests directly to
brake pressure and steer angle requests. This would lower the functional safety require-
ments on the control allocation controller.
A final remark should be made regarding the compatibility of the proposed method
when introducing powertrain components such a combustion engine. A combustion en-
gine is typically associated with slow dynamics compared to e.g. a brake actuator, which
must be captured in the allocation step to achieve accurate tracking of requests in tran-
sient operation. Sinigaglia et al. [1] have shown that this is possible to achieve either by
modelling the dynamics of all actuators as a linear system or by using rate constrains. The
discontinuity that arises due to gear-shifting will however call for a different solution. The
same holds for the operation of a differential, which is an important part of traction max-
imisation. For this purpose Källstrand [126] have developed several candidate extensions
to the control allocation problem. Propelling electric motors on the other hand typically
have fast dynamics. Here brake blending for energy conservation will instead be the key
challenge. Control allocation is especially suitable for this purpose as the priority between
different actuators can be controlled via the Wu matrix [120].
Chapter 6
Applications
This chapter presents three different studies wherein the developed driver-centred motion
control method has been evaluated. The content is based on Paper IV, Paper V and an
unpublished driving simulator study.
6.1 Selected Scenarios
The method that has been presented in chapter 5 for motion control can be used as part
of a foundation in the software structure. This can be compared to an operating system
in a personal computer; whereas higher layer functions can be compared to programs or
applications. An operating system should support the use of many different applications.
Similarly, the motion control method that has been developed here should support both
foreseeable and unforeseeable higher layer functions. Moreover it should also handle all
use cases that a truck combination could end up in. A use case is considered as a certain
combination of environmental conditions, vehicle state and configuration and state of the
driver. Therefore when combining the total set of possible use cases with only foresee-
able higher layer functions the result quickly goes beyond manageable dimensions. The
aim of this chapter is more modest. It serves two purposes. Firstly, it evaluates the devel-
oped method in three representative scenarios; and secondly it also exemplifies the use in
these three scenarios. The word scenario is used to denote either a use case or a use case
combined with a higher layer function.
As discussed in section 1.2 the three scenarios are: i) AEBS braking on a split friction
surface, ii) directional stability control under low friction conditions, and iii) oncoming
collision avoidance. Due to the varying nature of these scenarios three different evaluation
methods have been applied, listed here as: i) computer simulation, ii) real vehicle test with
test driver, and iii) a driving simulation study involving 39 professional truck drivers.
This has also made it possible to illustrate the strengths and shortcomings of the different
approaches.
The primary objective of the first study (denoted Application I) has been to evaluate
the developed method when performing split friction braking, and where the driver’s state
of alertness can be expected to vary. This becomes especially relevant when the braking
event is triggered by an AEBS, as this implies that the driver could be distracted. In the
study a high-fidelity rigid 6×2 solo truck simulation model was the main tool used.
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The primary objective of the second study (denoted Application II) has been to eval-
uate the Vehicle Motion Control layer and its interaction with the driver under slippery
conditions. The study was run on a frozen lake in the northern part of Sweden. A real
4×2 solo tractor unit was used. Tests were run both unladen and laden.
The third study (denoted Application III) had the objective to evaluate the Vehicle
Motion Control layer when receiving a directional request from a higher layer function to
avoid an oncoming collision. The study was run in a moving base driving simulator. The
underlying vehicle model comprised a 6×4 tractor unit towing a semi-trailer.
The following three sections will explain the set-up and the main results from the three
applications, one by one. This is followed by a common discussion.
6.2 Application I: Split Friction Braking
UNECE [22] stipulates a split friction test that must be passed by all heavy vehicles. In the
test the vehicle must not deviate laterally by more than half of its own width. Meanwhile
steering corrections are allowed, but not more than ’120◦ during the initial two seconds,
and not more than 240◦ in all’ [22]. These limits have been derived when considering
normal braking. For trucks, especially short ones, this test will not be passed unless spe-
cial limitations have been introduced, see Paper II. This is normally done by limiting
the allowed difference in brake pressure between the left and right side of an axle. When
AEBS has been introduced there is a risk that heavy split friction braking occurs when the
driver is distracted. In the experiment that was described in section 4.4.1 drivers were not
distracted and the vehicle was compliant with UNECE [22]. Still, some subjects deviated
by more than half a meter when split friction braking was activated automatically. For
a distracted driver there is consequently a risk that a high lateral deviation can cause an
even more severe accident than the AEBS was trying to prevent in the first place. There
should thus exist a way to limit the induced yaw torque based on the state of the driver. In
the driver-centred motion control method that has been developed this is embodied by the
parameter δas, which is easier to relate to driver capacity than the traditional limitation
procedure on an axle level.
The use of δas has been evaluated using computer simulations. The high-fidelity model
that was used has been developed by Volvo Group Trucks Technology over the past
decade, where the undersigned has been involved. It has further been compared to the
performance of real trucks many times. In the simulations a PID controller was used to
represent an ideal driver; with the objective of keeping the lateral deviation at vehicle cen-
tre of gravity as low as possible. The simulated road was straight and peak friction, µ, was
set to 1.0 under the left side wheels and 0.2 under the right side wheels. The motion con-





whereas, the limitation for a yaw disturbance was achieved by setting vmax = −vmin =
[∞ , Kasδas]ᵀ. Allocation was only performed amongst braking actuators of the truck
unit. Simulations were run for δas = {10o, 20o, 40o, 60o}. Automatic braking was acti-
vated after one second of simulation, where ∆aX,req was ramped down from 0 to -6 m/s2
after first passing a first order low-pass filter (with time constant 0.1 s). To avoid numer-
ical problems1 ∆aX,req was ramped back to zero, using the same low-pass filter, when
1Instability appeared at low speed in the used ABS model.
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speed had dropped below 4 m/s. MZ,req was set to zero. FX,req was set as in Eq. (5.2),
with aX,req set to zero.
The basic results are shown in Fig. 6.1. In all cases the lateral deviation was just a
few cm. The steering profile used can therefore be considered as a measure of how much
steering activity is required from a driver in order to suppress the yaw disturbance. One
first observation that can be made from Fig. 6.1 is that the stopping distance and achieved
acceleration is, as expected, highly dependent on δas. The required steering action by
the driver agrees roughly with what has been configured as δas. One possible point of
improvement that could be drawn from the simulations would be to achieve an even
better match between the set limit δas and the required steering angle. This would most
likely require a more detailed model of the relation between steering wheel angle and
yaw torque, or possibly also involve some type of feedback.
An obvious conclusion from the simulations is that when AEBS activates braking δas
should be set low initially. When the driver shows signs of regaining attention the level
can be increased gradually. For an alert driver the stopping distance could be made even
shorter than is currently possible with static limits as stipulated by UNECE [22]. In other
words, when accounting for actual response times of both vehicle and driver (see Fig. 5.2
where examples are shown) it is possible to improve the response of the vehicle even
further.
6.3 Application II: Directional Stability Control on Ice
Here the motion controller was configured to prioritise yaw torque. The longitudinal force
request was omitted in the allocation step2. The actuators involved were an EPS actuator
and all brakes of the truck unit. As the yaw motion of the vehicle was considered to
change slowly the δ˙H,max constraint was not implemented. This was also the case for the
vmax and vmin constraints. No higher layer function was involved in the control set-up
and driver pedal activity was zero. In order to avoid activation of brakes during normal
driving the allocation problem was tweaked, see Paper V for more details.
Three manoeuvres were selected in order to excite understeer (high speed entering
curve), oversteer (brake pulse on rear axle in curve) and a combination of the two (dou-
ble lane change). The manoeuvres were marked by means of cones on the ice. In every
other run the developed motion controller (hereafter in this section denoted ESC+) was
replaced by the standard ESC system fitted to the truck as a baseline reference (hereafter
denoted ESC0). For these runs steering torque guidance was not present. The test driver
was instructed to follow the intended course to the best of his ability. The entry speed was
selected to make it impossible to stay on the intended course without stability support. All
manoeuvres were run both unladen and laden, apart from the high speed entering curve
case, which was only run laden as the unladen vehicle was prone to oversteer.
Typical results from the double lane change manoeuvre are shown in Fig. 6.2 when
the vehicle is laden. Entry speed was 65 km/h. Runs are presented as consecutive pairs
as ice conditions quickly changed. All plots have the travelled distance s on the abscissa.
Red colour is used for ESC0 runs and blue for ESC+ runs. Plots show in order: absolute
2When omitting one of the objectives in the allocation step this will affect the dimension of several
variables. See Paper V for more details.
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Figure 6.1: Results from split friction braking simulations in Application I. The subfigures show
in order are longitudinal speed, vX , longitudinal acceleration, aX , and steering wheel
angle, δH . Picture taken from Paper IV.
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distance from the most distant point of the truck to the intended course, ∆ymax; steering
wheel angle, δH ; steering wheel torque, MH ; commanded brake pressure after ABS lim-
itation, PB (dashed lines represent maximum of front left and front right and solid lines
represent maximum of rear left and rear right); instantaneous curvature of the vehicle, κ
(yaw rate divided by speed at centre of gravity); and body side slip at centre of gravity, β.
The maximum deviation from the intended course is kept below 1 m in all runs within
the first part of the manoeuvre. In the later part (s >60 m i.e. when going back to original
lane) the deviation is much lower in ESC+ runs than in ESC0. Driver steering wheel
angular response also seems similar in the two cases up until s >60 m where a clear
separation occurs as a cause of the course deviation. The steering wheel torque is very
different in the two cases. This is due to the guiding steering wheel torque that is present
for ESC+. Whether this feature had an effect upon the driver in the runs is not clear. The
driver did however comment about the apparent difference and stated that the magnitude
was slightly higher than acceptable.
The brake pressure plots reveal that ESC0 sometimes applies heavy brake action on
the front axle. The commanded brake pressure from ESC+ is more gentle as it contains
friction constrains and is configured to strive for an optimal balance between braking and
steering.
The instantaneous curvature plots include a solid blue and solid red line showing the
actual values (ωZ/vX), thick dashed lines showing the corresponding driver references
being used (ωZ,req/vX), and a solid black line showing ωZ/vX from a reference run per-
formed at low speed. The latter is considered to be close to the real road curvature. The
ESC+ reference is tracking the curvature defined by the road course a lot better than ESC0
is doing. This is one of the reasons why earlier brake action can be applied by ESC+ than
by ESC0, as it is able to track the ultimate desire of the driver better in general; which is
to follow the road. This means that the mentioned deadband can be made tighter, com-
pared to the deadband used in ESC0. Moreover, when the reference used is closer to that
defined by the road this means that the stability control can be made more driver inde-
pendent. This is another way to say that the driver can focus on steering the vehicle rather
than steering the ESC system3. A final observation from Fig. 6.2 reveals clear instability,
when looking at body side slip, in the later part of the manoeuvre for ESC0.
The results obtained from the laden double lane change manoeuvre contained most of
the observations that were also confirmed in the other manoeuvres. Yet, there were some
additional observations that are worth some attention. During understeer the superim-
posed steering wheel torque applied by ESC+ became too high too quickly. As the front
axle saturated the ESC+ controller tried to limit the amount of excessive steering that the
driver was applying by suggesting a more optimal level. When the driver exceeded this
level a counteracting steering wheel torque appeared. The superimposed steering wheel
torque set by ESC+ furthermore sometimes changed too fast, compared to the limit that
was derived in section 4.4.3. This was also confirmed by the test driver. An obvious solu-
tion would be to implement the δ˙H,max constraint that had been omitted and to limit the
allowed magnitude of the applied torque.
In summary it can be said that the developed motion controller (ESC+) achieved more
3When the reference of the ESC system is a crude interpretation of what the ultimate desire of the driver
is, it can e.g. become more effective to steer excessively in an understeer situation solely to get more ESC
support.
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Figure 6.2: Laden double lane change results (Application II). Picture taken from Paper V.
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effective stabilisation of the tractor unit in all manoeuvres than the baseline reference.
Several reasons have been identified: i) steering and braking forces are co-synchronised,
ii) the yaw rate reference used represented the true desire of the driver better, and iii)
activation deadbands can be set tighter. There were also some suggested points of im-
provement.
6.4 Application III: Oncoming Collision Avoidance
A truck driving simulator study was set up in Sim IV, which is a moving base simulator
[127], run by the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute. The study has
not previously been published, but will be summarised here. A scenario was built up that
represented a typical oncoming collision where a truck is involved. An approaching car
drifted into the lane of the truck. The road was straight and the speed limit was set to
80 km/h, which was also the speed of the car. In more detail, the oncoming car started
drifting out from its intended lane 2.2 s before the two vehicles would meet and continued
drifting until reaching a projected overlap of 0.5 m with respect to the truck. This point in
time was carefully selected to make it difficult for the subjects driving the truck to avoid
a collision without support. The truck driver’s view at the point where the car started
drifting is shown in Fig. 6.3. Each lane was 3.25 m wide and the road shoulder was 1 m
wide. The support system that was integrated had the purpose of assisting the truck driver
in steering away from a collision. This was implemented by combining the developed
motion controller with a higher layer function that initiated a steering manoeuvre slightly
earlier than the time point when drivers normally responded.
The motion controller was tuned as in Application II with a few exceptions. It was
turned on first 0.5 s after the car had started drifting. The activation time was tuned based
on when subjects first started to experience an actual threat. As a trailer unit was attached,
a brake force was also allocated to the trailer brake system. Moreover, here maximum de-
celeration was requested to reduce the speed, but priority was given to a yawing torque
request, just like in Application II. Also, a higher layer controller was included that was
generating an overlaid yaw rate reference, ∆ωZ,req. This was done with means of a pre-
view controller that was trying to move the truck 0.9 m sideways from its original posi-
tion. The preview distance was 8 m and the preview gain was 16 (m/s2)/m. The request
from the preview controller was limited to ±8 m/s2 in order to avoid roll over and there-
after divided by vX to get ∆ωZ,req. One further aspect of the motion controller was that
here the limit δ˙H,max was included. The limit was set close to zero initially. This made
the motion controller initiate a steering manoeuvre without reliance on driver involve-
ment, but instead using only the brakes. 0.5 s later δ˙H,max was ramped up to a high value
(50 rad/s), which normally was how long it took for a subject to respond to the visual
threat. This created a gradual increase of steering wheel torque guidance, and a gradual
decrease of differential braking.
In total 39 professional truck drivers took part in the study. Data was successfully
recorded for 37 of these, of which 18 were supported by the developed motion controller
and 19 were not supported at all. Each session started with a training phase, lasting about
5 min, to get acquainted with the vehicle and the simulator. This was followed by the
actual test, where the critical event occurred after about 10 min. In this part they were
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instructed to run with cruise control at 80 km/h. Furthermore, subjects were not aware of
the true purpose before entering the experiment and had seen several oncoming vehicles
prior to the critical event. These precautions were taken to avoid anticipation amongst
subjects.
All 19 subjects running without support hit the oncoming car. In 13 of these the front
of the car hit the front of the truck. This typically looked like the case shown in Fig. 6.4a.
In the remaining 6 cases the car hit the side of the tractor unit or the trailer. Of the 18
subjects running with support 14 managed to avoid hitting the car. This typically looked
like the case shown in Fig. 6.4b. In the remaining 4 cases the car hit the side of the trailer’s
rear part. None of the 18 subjects running with support left the road and they did not enter
the oncoming lane. Several subjects running without support left the road and some had
problems with yaw instability. A χ2 test reveals a strong statistical difference between
the overall hit rate of the group running with support and the group running without
support. This proves the fact that it is possible to override a driver with a directional input
in a critical situation without causing instability. Recall the pure steering wheel torque
approach that was discussed in section 4.1.2, where the same was considered impossible.
Figure 6.3: Scene in the driving simulator study (Application III). Both the car and the truck are
travelling at 80 km/h.
6.5 Common Discussion
The three applications that have been described in this chapter have demonstrated that the
developed driver-centred motion controller can be used for many purposes. With respect
to the requirements that were listed in section 5.1 the following observations should be
stressed. The developed method has been adapted for three unique truck configurations.
Next, Application II demonstrates the benefit of balanced braking and steering forces.
Moreover, all three applications have shown improved stability. Interaction with the driver
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(a) Without support. (b) With support.
Figure 6.4: Two typical cases from the oncoming collision scenario (Application III).
has been shown in three ways: i) how to interpret the desire a driver has, ii) how to involve
higher layer functions without causing a conflict with the driver, and iii) how to limit a
yaw disturbance so that it is possible to handle for the driver. Furthermore, the possibility
of limiting the rate at which steering wheel torque guidance is applied has also been
shown. Yet, the effect that the applied steering wheel torque has on the drivers has not
been fully explored and is therefore proposed for future work.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks & Future Challenges
In this chapter the overall conclusions that can be drawn from previous chapters are
presented. This is followed by ideas that have been identified for future research.
7.1 Conclusions
Development of driver-centred motion control for heavy trucks is an important step to-
wards improved traffic safety. This has been the focus of this thesis. Driver behaviour has
been analysed and has resulted in several conclusions. These conclusions have formed
the basis of a longitudinal and directional control method that has been proposed. This
method has thereafter been implemented and tested in three applications that all represent
important traffic safety problems. For the first application a demonstration of split fric-
tion braking, when considering that the driver’s level of attention can vary, has been per-
formed. Directional stability control has been the focus of the second application, where
the developed method was compared to the ESC system that was fitted to the truck. The
third application has focused on oncoming collision avoidance.
The first question that has been analysed with respect to driver behaviour is whether
it is possible to affect a driver with overlaid steering wheel torque. This has led to the
conclusion that only slowly changing torque guidance can be expected to have an effect
upon the motion of the vehicle, when assuming that the magnitude is kept below reason-
able limits. Typical human cognitive delay (∼0.2 s) can be used as a limit to define what
slowly means. Yet, a slowly changing steering wheel torque contribution can only have an
effect upon the motion of the vehicle when the cognitive objectives of the driver coincide
with the guidance. This was for instance demonstrated in a driving simulator experiment
run by Melman et al. [88] where subjects supported by an LKA function hit far less cones
that had been put on the sides of the lane.
In order to be able to fully utilise prior art in the field of steering, and to be able to
transfer steering torque functions between vehicle types, it is important to establish an
understanding of how steering wheel torque should scale as vehicle dimensions change.
It can be concluded that some tuning will always be required when functions are e.g.
transferred from cars to trucks. It is however possible to start by using two simple general
rules, describing how to scale functions and results when important dimensions change.
Firstly, a driver perceives force rather than torque. Secondly, yaw rate gain is the primary
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property that a driver perceives as the response variable of a vehicle.
The number of heavy trucks that are equipped with AEBS will grow in number in the
coming years, as fleets are renewed and as more countries enact laws. Also, the number of
scenarios targeted by AEBS will grow. All in all this will make it more likely that AEBS
will activate more often on split friction. Similarly to a front tyre blow out, this will cause
the vehicle to decelerate with an acting yaw torque disturbance. As trucks have positive
steering offset at ground this will furthermore lead to a destabilising steering wheel torque
disturbance. It has been found that the magnitude and rate at which the torque is applied
will limit its effect upon the motion of the vehicle, when the driver is gripping onto the
steering wheel. For an incapacitated driver the effect can be a lot higher. With respect to
the ability of drivers to handle a yaw disturbance it has been found that the limits that were
developed by Neukum et al. [98], where above a failure can be considered as dangerous,
are also relevant for trucks. The performed studies further proved that differential braking
can be used as a tool to override a driver, in particular when fast directional movements
are required. The developed motion controller has therefore been designed to combine
differential braking and steering wheel torque guidance. The rate at which the torque
guidance should be allowed to change can be set by a parameter. The method further
demonstrates the benefits that can be achieved when steering and braking are commonly
coordinated.
The three applications that have been demonstrated show that it is enough to build
only one method for motion control and still achieve good performance. When more and
more higher layer functions are to be introduced, e.g. as new sensors are available, it is
not only convenient to have this type of hierarchical control design as a foundation, it will
most likely even become a necessity. A unique operating system cannot come with every
application that is to be installed. That would drive a huge cost and limit the growth of
innovations.
The driving simulator study that has been run on the topic of oncoming collision avoid-
ance represents a clear example that it is possible for a human driver and a computer to
share the control of a vehicle; also in the lateral direction. Moreover, when starting to
consider further use cases where the developed motion controller can be applied it is
apparent that an immense safety benefit could be elicited. Some examples of potential
benefits include: i) collisions caused by unintentional lane departures where the driver is
incapacitated or distracted, ii) collisions with unprotected road users, iii) collisions at in-
tersections, iv) run off road accidents, v) collisions with animals, and vi) accidents caused
by a jack-knife.
7.2 Future Steps
Two of the tested applications involved steering wheel torque guidance. It has not yet
been shown, however, whether or not this actually changed the actual steering wheel
response of the driver. Therefore it is proposed that further studies of the real world effects
of steering torque guidance should be performed, particularly with respect to functions
like LKA where the torque can be expected to change slowly and where the cognitive
objectives of the driver act as gate-keepers. It is further believed that the outcomes of such
studies therefore will be highly dependent on the exact design of the analysed function. In
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studies like [25], where the effects of ESC have been evaluated, it is common to generalise
findings for many car or truck makes. If generalisation is used also in crash studies of
LKA this will veil individual differences of different makes. These differences can be
substantial.
Cicchino and Zuby [37] stress the fact that many accidents occur because of the driver
being incapacitated. Hence, it is important to be able to bring the vehicle to a safe stop,
without demanding driver action. This has not been tested in any of the applications and
is therefore proposed for future research.
Another aspect that is important to investigate in the context of motion control is fric-
tion estimation. In all the tested applications the coefficient of friction has been assumed
to be known. This must therefore be developed and tested before it can be taken one step
further and be implemented on roads.
Economic and environmental motives for longer and heavier truck combinations have
made many countries around the world extend their legal limits [128, 129, 130]. This
might imply that a typical future truck combination has more units than is currently the
case. This thesis has mainly focused on the stability of the leading unit in the combination
and not on the following units. As the number of trailers grows the importance of this will
also grow. The developed motion control method should therefore preferably be extended
to also handle these aspects.
One final point that is of importance to solve in future research is to create seamless
transitions between different applications. The applications that have been tested here all
had different priority settings and constraints. In a fully integrated solution this could be
solved by situation dependent priority switching, which naturally belongs to the Priority
Layer of the Higher Layer Functions.
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Chapter 8
Summary of Appended Papers
This chapter provides a short summary of the appended papers.
8.1 Paper I
In this paper a relation between the steering wheel size and steering wheel torque assis-
tance is established. A test was set up with 17 subjects, all driving a truck. The steering
wheel size was changed by using three different steering wheels. In the first part of the test
subjects were instructed to select their preferred level of steering wheel torque feedback.
The second part provided an objective approach where steering wheel torque pulses were
applied when subjects were driving around a handling track. Results show that torque
feedback should decrease as the steering wheel diameter becomes smaller. A good rule of
thumb is to keep the driver force level constant to maintain perceived handling and com-
fort. This will also maintain the average steering wheel angular change when applying a
pulse.
8.2 Paper II
When AEBS has been introduced there is a risk that automatic activation of split friction
braking can occur. This paper analyses how a driver would respond in such a scenario.
Furthermore, as trucks have positive steering offset at ground they produce a destabilising
steering wheel torque when braking on split friction. The influence of this component
is also analysed from the background of driver behaviour. The paper is built upon an
experiment with 24 subjects where automatic split friction braking was emulated using
a truck. Findings are analysed further by using a driver-vehicle model. It is concluded
that the destabilising steering wheel torque that is induced during the braking event has a
small effect on the motion of the vehicle. The underlying reason is a relatively slow ramp
up of the disturbance in comparison to the observed cognitive delay amongst subjects;
also the magnitude is low and initially suppressed by passive driver properties.
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8.3 Paper III
A front tyre blow-out produces a similar situation to that of automatic braking on split
friction. This paper investigates data collected during the same experiment as in Paper II,
but where only one wheel was locked. This is argued to be equivalent to a front tyre blow
out. The role of the steering axis offset at ground is investigated further. Results show that
the average lateral deviation produced from the original direction was 23 cm, when the
offset was 12 cm, compared to 16 cm, when the offset was 0 cm. The main cause of the
observed difference was a small, yet significant, initial overshoot in steering wheel angle,
which can be derived from the destabilising steering wheel torque. The torque produced
became slightly higher in magnitude in this part of the experiment compared to that of
Paper II.
8.4 Paper IV
This paper describes how the two constraints vmin and vmax of the developed motion
controller can be used during split friction braking to account for driver distraction. A
computer simulation is presented where the method has been applied. Results show that
the set limit agrees well with what is also required by the driver. Moreover, the stopping
distance is very much affected by the set limit, as expected. It is further concluded that
this approach will also make it possible to estimate the stopping distance, even before
an intervention has occurred, and with this input activate AEBS in accordance. The set-
up has the potential to shorten the stopping distance when the driver is assumed to be
active, in comparison to currently available systems. The approach is feasible for real-
time applications and requires only measurable vehicle quantities for parameterisation.
8.5 Paper V
The introduction of EPS has enabled active steering torque support. As steering is an
effective way of escaping directional instability and brakes are fast and decoupled from
the driver, a combination of controlled steering and braking would be beneficial when
performing directional stability control. The developed driver-centred motion controller
is therefore proposed for this purpose. The method is unique in that it uses combined
quadratic lateral and longitudinal tyre friction constraints computed in real-time, which
has the potential to produce a higher corrective yaw torque than the commonly used
approach with linear constraints. The method has been tested and compared to a standard
stability control system in three different manoeuvres using a heavy solo tractor unit on
a frozen lake. The measured deviation from the intended path was observed to reduce up
to several meters with the new method. The driver rating also improved.
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This list is only valid for the preceding chapters of the thesis, not for the appended papers.
For sign conventions see ISO 8855 [54]. The list is sorted alphabetically, with Greek
letters last.
a Longitudinal distance from centre of gravity of truck unit to the front
axle, [m]
Aa Actuation area in a brake cylinder, [m2]
aX,req Reference longitudinal acceleration calculated from driver inputs, [m/s2]
aY Lateral acceleration, [m/s2 ]
B Effectiveness matrix in allocation problem
b Track (lateral distance between left and right tyre contact patch), [m]
CαF Front axle cornering stiffness, [N/rad]
CαR Sum of rear axle cornering stiffnesses, [N/rad]
∂aY
∂δH
Lateral acceleration gain, [m/s2 /rad]
∂FY T
∂α
Cornering stiffness of the front axle, [N/rad]
∂ωZ
∂δH
Yaw rate gain, [rad/(s rad)]
e Distance from centre of gravity of the truck unit to the coupling point
(positive backwards), [m]
eω Yaw rate control error, [rad/s]
Ftrailer,c Upper and lower limitations of the planar force that is acting in the
coupling between the truck and the first trailer, [N, N]
Ftrailer,req Planar force that is acting in the coupling between the truck and the first
trailer, [N]
FX,max Upper constrain of the induced vehicle longitudinal force, [N]
FX,min Lower constrain of the induced vehicle longitudinal force, [N]
FX,req Requested total longitudinal force that should act on the towing unit,
[N]
FXT Force acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground in the direc-
tion of XT , [N]
FXTi Longitudinal tyre force of wheel i, [N]
FY T Force acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground in the direc-
tion of YT , [N]
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FY TF Sum of lateral tyre forces acting on the front axle wheels, [N]
FY TF0 Lateral force acting on front axle in absence of actuator involvement,
[N]
FZT Force acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground in the direc-
tion of ZT , [N]
g Constant of gravity, [m/s2 ]
H Matrix in quadratic friction constrain of front axle
i Index used to denote in order, front left, front right, first rear left, first
rear right,second rear left,..., [-]
is Steering ratio (ratio between steering wheel angle and the average of
the two front wheel steer angles), [-]
IW Inertia of the wheel and all parts that are attached to it, [kgm2]
Kas Linear coefficient between steering wheel angle and vehicle yaw torque,
[N m/rad]
KI Integral control gain, [(rad/s)/(N m s)]
KP Proportional control gain, [(rad/s)/(N m)]
Ku Linear understeer gradient, [rad]
L Geometrical wheelbase of multi-axle vehicle (calculated as the distance
from the front axle to point zero, defined as the point where the mo-
ments generated by vertical loads of the rear axles add up to zero), [m]
l Wheelbase of a two axle vehicle (longitudinal distance between the
front and rear axle wheel contact centre), [m]
leq Equivalent wheelbase of multi-axle vehicle, [m]
m Total mass of the vehicle combination, [kg]
MB Brake torque acting on a wheel, [N m]
Mh Steering wheel torque, [N m]
MV Resulting moment acting on the upper steering arm from vertical tyre
forces on front axle, [N m]
MXT Moment acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground around
the XT axis, [N m]
MY T Moment acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground around
the YT axis, [N m]
MZ Vehicle yaw torque, [N m]
MZ,max Upper constrain of the induced vehicle yaw torque, [N m]
MZ,min Lower constrain of the induced vehicle yaw torque, [N m]
MZ,req Requested total yaw torque that should act on the towing unit, [N m]
MZT Moment acting on a tyre in the contact patch with the ground around
the ZT axis (aligning moment), [N m]
N Number of wheels on truck unit, [-]
Nr Number of rear axles, [-]
PB Brake pressure in brake cylinder, [bar]
PT Brake pressure threshold value, [bar]
r Residual after allocation, [N, N m]ᵀ
re Mean radius of the disc/pad rubbing path, [m]
rk Steering-axis offset at ground also known as kingpin offset at ground
(lateral component of the distance between road wheel contact centre
and the steering axis), [m]
rstat Wheel radius measured from ground to wheel centre, [m]
s Travelled distance, [m]
T Tandem factor, [m2]
t Time, [s]
Tb,c,i Upper and lower limitations of individual wheel brake torque request
on wheel i located on the truck unit, [N m, N m]
Tb,req,i Individual brake torque request on wheel i located on the truck unit,
[N m]
tL Pneumatic trail length of left front wheel (positive backwards from
wheel centre), [m]
tR Pneumatic trail length of right front wheel (positive backwards from
wheel centre), [m]
u Actuator vector before transformation to actuator format, [N, N, ...,N,
N]ᵀ
ud Set point vector in objective allocation function of allocation vector,
[N, N, ..., N, N]ᵀ
u∗ Optimal actuator vector before transformation to actuator format, [N,
N, ..., N, N]ᵀ
ut Optimal actuator vector after transformation to actuator format, [rad,
N m, ..., N m, N]ᵀ
v Virtual control vector in allocation problem, [N, N m]ᵀ
vmax Upper limit vector on coupled motion force and torque, [N, N m]ᵀ
vmin Lower limit vector on coupled motion force and torque, [N, N m]ᵀ
v˜ Alternative virtual control vector in allocation problem, [N, N m]ᵀ
vX Longitudinal velocity , [m/s]
Wu Diagonal weighting matrix, to penalise use of certain actuator
Wv Diagonal weighting matrix used to emphasis what element in v that is
of highest importance in allocation problem
X Axis in intermediate axis system directed horizontally forward on the
vehicle
xE Longitudinal position of centre of gravity of the truck unit in an earth
fixed coordinate system, [m]
XT Axis in tyre axis system fixed, pointing horizontally forwards
XV Axis in vehicle axis system fixed on the vehicle sprung mass, pointing
forwards
Y Axis in intermediate axis system directed horizontally left on the vehi-
cle when facing forwards
yE Lateral position of centre of gravity of the truck unit in an earth fixed
coordinate system, [m]
YT Axis in tyre axis system fixed, pointing horizontally left
YV Axis in vehicle axis system fixed on the vehicle sprung mass, pointing
left when facing forwards
Z Axis in intermediate axis system directed vertically upwards
ZT Axis in tyre axis system fixed, aligned with Z
ZV Axis in vehicle axis system fixed on the vehicle sprung mass, pointing
upwards
β Body side slip at centre of gravity, [-]
γ Scalar weighting parameter in allocation problem
Γ Anti-windup clamping function, [-]
δ Wheel steer angle (formed by X direction of the vehicle and the hori-
zontal direction of the respective wheel), [rad]
δas Steering wheel angle limit parameter for yaw torque disturbance, [rad]
∆aX,req Requested change in longitudinal acceleration by a function on a higher
layer, [m/s2]
δH,req Requested angle to overlaid steering wheel torque controller, [rad]
δh Steering wheel angle, [rad]
δH,c Upper and lower limitations of requested angle to overlaid steering
wheel torque controller, [rad, rad]
δ˙H,max Maximum allowed absolute rate of change of EPS request, [rad/s]
∆i Longitudinal distance from axle i to point zero, [m]
∆Ψn Yaw articulation angle between the truck and the first trailer unit, [rad]
∆ymax Absolute distance from the most distant point of the truck to the in-
tended course, [m]
∆ωZ,req Requested change in vehicle yaw rate by a function on a higher layer,
[rad/s]
η Gain factor of a brake calliper, [-]
κ Instantaneous curvature, [1/m]
κR Instantaneous road curvature, [1/m]
ξ Integration time variable, [s]
µB Coefficient of friction between brake disc and pad, [-]
σ Kingpin inclination angle (the angle between the ZV -axis and the steer-
ing axis, projected onto the YVZV -plane), [rad]
τ Castor (or caster) angle (the angle between the ZV -axis and the steering
axis, being projected onto the XVZV -plane), [rad]
ωW Angular velocity of the wheel around the wheel-spin axis, [rad/s]
ωZ Yaw rate of towing unit, [rad/s]
ωZ,req Reference yaw rate of leading unit calculated from driver inputs, [rad/s]
Acronyms
ABS anti-lock braking system
AEBS advanced emergency braking system
EBS electronic braking system
EPS electronic power steering
ESC electronic stability control
EU European Union
EU27 European Union member states: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Nether-
lands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom
FCW forward collision warning system
HPS hydraulic power steering
ISO International Organization for Standardization
LDW lane departure warning system
LKA lane keeping aid
OEM original equipment manufacturer
US United States of America
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